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Dr. Sparks announces retire....-..a
Dr. Harry M. Sparks,
president of Murray State
University, officially infllrmed
the Hoard of Regents of his
wishes to resign in Wednesday's Bnurd meeting.
For several years Sparks hM
advocated a retirement pulicy
nt Murrnv State which would
rornpelc • administrators to
retire at age 6Ci.
At the last Regents meeting.
a policy was adopted ll(ltting a
madatory rl!tirement age of 65.
An amendment to the policy
stated that these currently 60
years or older would not b1! ef·
fected by the new policy.
Prt-"Viouslv, administrators at
MSU cou.ld remain until their

70th birthday when state law
requires Lhe.m to l'tltire.
Sparks supported the
policy stating that tho lwalth of
most udministrators seems to
fail bet.wetln the ages of 65 lind
70. He said it is better for admini.ruawrs to ret.ire at the age
of 65 when tl~ey are in good
'h ealth instead of forcing them
to retire later beeause or poor
health.
Spsrks
hns
had
n
distinguished 43 year career in
education thnt saw him rise
from a teacher in a two-room
school to president of a 7,000
student umvcrsity.
In 1930 he graduated cum
laude from Transylvania

J udicial Board
postpones election
The elcction lo fill Lhe ~·acant
i.J'cnsurer's office of the Student
Go' crnment wns postponed for
one wook by a1·t.ion tak•.m hy the
Judicial Bolltd last Thursday,
The decision of the b.'ard
moved thtl deadline for
petitions to Tuesday, Jan. 30
and the date or the election to
1-' cb. 6. Another decision
required that the present
vacancies in the Student Go\'Cr·
nmcnl be filled by the
prQCcdurcs in the old con·
&titution under which the coun·
cil was clect.cd The offices of a
senior and a sophomore
representative arc nlso vacant
at the present time.
The
old
constitution
sti)lulates that " a special clec·
tion
by
lhe
Student
Orgnnization shnll he held to
fill (a) var.nnt:y immediately."
The new, os of yet unnflicinl,
constitution howe,·cr, provides
that any .such vacancies be
filled by appointment by the
Student Stlnnte.
'l'(lfu Cooley, chuirman of the

Judical Board, said that
although several com pia ints
were filed with the board, most
were dismissed because the two
previous decisions remedied
their dispnrties also.

Colle1e and began teaching the
upper four grades at McDaniels
Elementary
School
in
Brerkinridge County.
Afwr one year at the elemen·
tary school, the superintendent
of the system moved Sparks to
8rcckinridge County High
Sc-hool as teacher and basket·
ball coach.
As basketball coach. his first
year was his most &Uccessful.
He led his team to an un·
defeated regular seaon before
losing in the linala of the
regional
tournament
to
Louisville Male.
In 1935, U1e nat.i\'c <Jf Rockcastle County in Eastern Ken·
tucky mo\'ed to Irvington, a
small independclll school
district in Breckinridgo County.
He was !!llperintendenl, principal and coach.
From 1941 until he entered
the Navy in 194-4 , he sen·ed as
rrin<'ipal of Hussell High
Nchoul.

Ha advanct-d quickly in the
Navy, being promoted from
lieutenant junior grade to
lieutenant commander in just
six weeks.
After discharge frmu the service, Sparks was offered an
assistantship at the University
or Kentucky where he received
hi masters degree. He later
used the GJ B11I to help him get
his doctorate degree in
education administration. also

Cooley said that the com·
plaints covered basically two
areas: under which con&litulion
the election should be held, and
wbetlter or not the organization
bad gh:en enough publicit~ or at UK.
time for the eleetton.
In 1948, after a short
lenuro
OJ! principal of Mayfield
The board also sent a letter
of TeconunendatJon to the High School, he joined the staff
Student
Government of Murray State College as an
suggesting that it operate under assndate profe&tHH in the
the old constitution until the department of education.
He was app{)ioted head of
election of the Student Senate
and Actidties l3oard in April. the department of education in
Cooley said that the rccom· 1952 and held the po~~ition unmendation wa~ madtl htoeause til he WitS elect<·d state superin·
the new consiit:ution regulate" tendenl of public ill!llrnction in
a n~w organizational l!tructure November, 1963.
ln 1960, while president of
which actually does not now
the Kentucky Education
exist.
Association, he was com·
The election will be held tneni.lcd by the Board of DirecTuesday in the lobby uf Lhe tors of Kl-~A and was honored
SUB.
by the First District teachers

Photo by Wilson Woolley

Pre3ident Harry M. Sparks
who gave him a new car. He
had been credited with SUJ:K!rior
leadersrup in gettmg the XBA
program
through
state
legislature.
Sparks is the fifth man to
bold the presidency of MurTay
State University. He replaced
Or. Ralph H. Woods who

retired from the
years.

post after 22

Dr. Spark~ contract runs
through Jan. l, 1976. He has
agreed to ret.ain his position
until the Board selects a new
president. Be noted however
that he would like to leave the
post by .June 30.

Regents name Cherry
to succeed Howton
William N. Cherry was
mamed to replace 1-~. B . Howton
at1 acting chairman of the
department of agriculture ef.
fectivc
upon
Howton's
retiremt>.nt July 1.
Four men, including Howton,
were selected to receive
honorary doctornl degrees Bl
Murray State this spring.
Others arc: First District U.S.
Congressman Frank A. Stub.
blcfield of Murray; former
Gm·ernor and U.S. Sen. Earle
C. Clements of Washington;
and Preston "'IY' Holland,
who recently retired to
classroom and administrative
duties after 48 years as foothall
roach at Murray High School,
Dr. Sparks al11o gave a ten·
tative enrollment report to the
board. The total full-limo
enrollment is currently G,787
which includes 241 at Eagle
University. This would indiCAte

a drop in full-time undergradualc enrollment on
campus of 133 from last spring.
Graduate enrollment was
reported al 582, or &e\'en less
than offieial report on
enrollment at the next board
meeting.
The board also approved a
roo for administering a Departmental
Challenge
Examination.
The
examinations are given to grant
college credit equivalent to
credit "earned through regular
classroom attendance." A fee
or $15 will be duu'ged "for each
course for which academic
credit is requested
by
examination."
Revision!! in I he fMmer
houeing and dining policy were
also accepted by the board. The
revisions provide for using
semesters rather than hours
completed in dedding com·
WotUIIlO<I on p .. 11

I mide the NetOS
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TM Afurro;y State Board of
RI(JlentB Crt!lltes journoli$m dtpcarl·
ment (Uld occt}JU Dr. Hi1TT1 M.
Sp.arlu' l'f'si8M/ion. Pa8e 1.
Hullle.r Hancock 1ubmlts lrtter of

SEVERAL IMPORTANT ISSUES were
discum;ed at Wednesday's H1>ard of Regents
meeting. Mombors of the Bo11rd (left to right)
are: Harry Lee Waterfield, David CurtiH,

student reuresentative; Alton R. Mitchell,
Mrs. Patsy Dyer, secretary; and Pre.'lident
Sparks.

ruiifnal,'on to Board o[ Rrgenu.
P·we .2.
Dr. Jamu KliM Initiates "an .
m,ucrious, UIIUplanable "

t:i<'11l,

UCM lunch«Jn aerin, P011e 12.
The Murm}' Slate Rol'ef'J meet
Austm ha.y and "Fly" W'illiam11.
Page 20.
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Sparks' resignation
to be effective when
successor is selected
"Text of •tatement by Dr. Harry M. Sparks"

Today I am ending the
speculation
about
my
retirement. Meeting with the
Board of Regents this morning
I made formal request to retire
from my position as president
of Murray State University.
I have agreed to continue as
president until deliberation is
completed and a sixth
president of Murray State
University has been elected.

Photo by Wlleon Woolley
AN INTERVIEW COMMI'M'EE, appointed

by Board of Regents president H. Glenn
Doran, will begin the screening procesa for
the selection of Murray State's sixth

president. They are (left to right), Doran, Bob
T. Long, Dr. Marion D. Hassell, and Graves
Neale. Abeent from the picture is Harry Lee
Waterfield, also on the committee.

~!!!!:!~!'~¥ committee appointed
pulsory university housing and
the purchase of cafeteria meal
tickets.
Regardless of the hours com·
pleted, "students who have
resided in a University
residence hall four semesters,
excluding summer terms" will
not be required to live in
University housing.
Meal tickets are compulsory
for " AU freshmen students
required to live in University
hou~ing ... (for the first two
semesters of their attendance at
Murray State Univt:rsity).
The Regents acct:pfed Dr.
Sparks'
decision
and
desiftllated H. Glenn Doran,

board chairman, as chairman
of a screening committee, and
authorized him to appoint four
other board members to the
committee. Those selected
were: Bob T. Long, Benton;
Graves "Skip" Neale, Murray;
Harry Lee Waterfield, Frank·
fort; and faculty representative.
Dr. M. D. Hassell. Mu~ay.
The committee met following
the board's adjournment Wed.
nesday and will continue to
meet at two-wt-ek intervals until a successor is sele<..1.ed.
In forming the department of
journalbm, the board named
Dr. L. ,J. Hortin, who ha~ been
director of the division, us the

departmental chairman.
Walter Bumphus was named
as advisor to international
students and campus minority
groups, succeeding Stanford
Hendrickson.
The board also voted t.o
name
the
Universitv
Auditorium the Laureine Wells
Lovett Auditorium in honor of
Mrs. Lovett of Owensboro, a
member of the board of regents
that built tho auditorium and a
daughter of the sehool's founder. Dr. Rainey T. Wells.
A report by the State Department of Finane~! rE-commending
that the 'I'raining &:hool be
ra1.1•d was related to the hoard.

As chairman of biological sciences

Hancock submits resignation
Dr. Hunter Hancock, head of
the biological sciences depart·
ment in the school of arts and
sciences at Murray State, has
submitted
a
letter
of
resignation as department
chairman.

"Dr. Hancock has made
notable contributions to MSU
both as a teacher and as a
department chairman,'' saya
Dr. Walter E. Blackburn, dean
of the school of arts and sciences. He has been recognized for

Photo by Wileon Woolley

DR. HUNTER HANCOCK, chairman of the department of
biological sciences, recently submitted a letter resigning from
his position. No action was taken on this subject in Wednesday's Board
meeting•
...

his efforts in biological research
projects for MSU, Blackburn
continued.
Hancock propo11ed the new
biological research station in
1971--a dream that is now a
realitv. The station built near
Kent~cky Lake was completed
this year Hancock not only instigated the project but has also
served as director of the
station.
In reference to making a
recommendation fur a guccessor as <"hairman of the
biology deptll'tm~nt and director of the biological research
station, Dr. Blackburn syas,
"the manner of finding a
replal~ement is wide open" He
commented on the strength and
capabilities of the entire
biology staff. a 13 member
department. Twelve of the 13
professors have doctorate
degrees.
"The matter is too nebulous at
this timtl", Blackburn stated.
However, he indicawd that he
might be ready to make his
recommendations to the Board
in about three weeks.
Hancock, a native and
resident of Mavfield, received
his B.S. degr~ at Murray
State, M.S. and Ph.D. at
Oklahoma Staw University.
Listed among Amencan Men
of Science, Hancock has had
many of his article!! and studies
in biological sciences published.
He is also a mem~r of the
following
societies
and
organizations: Sigma Xi, Phi
Sigma, Kentucky Academy of
Science, American Fisheries
Society, Midwest Benthological
Society, Kentucky Historical
Society.

The timing of my decision
may be of interest to you. My
thinking has been focused
primarily on two factors--my
age a nd the favorable climate
for a change that I believe now
exists on the campus. I am
alluding to the general feeling
of calm and stability that
reflects a sense of renewed purpose in the University community.
Any bystander can see the atmosphere I have described if he
but looks. It is evident in the
conduct of the student body
and the de'meanor of the
faculty.
Circumstances in a no·crisi!l
situation undoubtedly provide
the best environment for such a
transition as has it.c: beginning
here today. Now is an opportune tjmc fnr me to step
aside and for \ "e Board of
Rgents to hegin itt,:,;;earch for a
SUt'CCSSor.

'!'hen: is no pressure on llllt
from nny source, and I believe
my rclati"nship with l'ltudents,
faculty and staff will enable rne
to continue to work with them
during a time when a new
president is heing chosen. And
when he is named, I shall be
· available to him at any time for
consultation upon his requesl
More than 43 years of my life
have been spent working in the
cause of public education ·· and

more than half of those vears I
have been associated i~ some
capacity w1th Murray State. My
affiliation with this school has
been as an associate professor
of education, then a full
professor and chairman of the
Department of Education, four
years while ex-officio chairman
of the Board of Regents as
Superintendent of Public In·
struction, and finally over five
years as President.
Every moment of my years
here bas been challenging.
Sometimes things were trying •·
but the suppor t given me by the
board, the faculty, the com·
munity and students bas more
than overshadowed temporary
trials.
At no time in the flfty-year
history of Murray State has it
had a better staff or a more
capable and dedicated faculty.
People iJl :>ositions of leader·
ship and responsibility such as
vice-presidents and deans have
performed conscientiously a_nd
efficiently. And again I
reiterate my gratitude to my
employer, the board, represeh·
ting the citizens of Kentucky,
for its confidence and kind·
nesscs.
Despite the fatt that I
received mv formal education
elstwliE'rl',. i consider myself nn
alumnus of Murray StaH>. For
it is here that. I have gained the
most meaningful educational
experiem:e of my Life.
My wife, Lois, and I plan to
show our immeasurable
gratitude and our pride in our
school in the best way we know
how and that is in making
Calloway County our home and
in becoming two more active
faces in the crowd of devoted
and faithful alumni.

MED
SCHOOL
ADMISSION
PROBLEMS?
Euromed may oHer RX

via overseas training.
For the suslon startln1 Fall, 1973, the European Medical Students Placement
Service, Inc. will usist qualified American ~ludtnts in poninc adminion to rK·
ognlzed oversea. medical schools.
rolled In an American untval'$;1}1 are eligible
to partlcopate'" the Eu•omed proaram.
Stnce the l~neuaso barrier constitutes the
preponderate dofflcult~ In succeeding ai a Perhaps most Important, the Eurometl Pro·
tortlgn school, lht Euromatt proaram also aram helps the l!udent attain his career
one tudes an tntanslve 8·12 - k medical eoelln lhe medal profession.
aM conveuatlon11t laneuage ~rs•. man· "I would like to tlr•nk )'Oil lor provldi<IC m•
datory for allstudentl. Five hours daily, the with the opportunity to rulf/11 my pel ol
course Is glwn In the country where lbti stu· becornln& 1 doctor
• 1 beiW.. !lull your
dent will attend mecrocal schOol
proeram holds a CfNI deel ol hope lot rile
In addiU011, the European Medical Studtnll tuture , •• In optlllll& doors lot IIWII)' )'Olin&
Placement Service prO'tides students with AmeriCl!ns
• and In aidme the U.S. In Its

And that'a Juat the beclnnlnc.

an 8·12 - k lntensi110 cultural ortenlll critical sl!or11Se of CIOctOrs •••
toon coutSe, with Amellcan students now •trom a letter lroiTJ• Euromed parttclpanl
studylna medtclf\0 m that particular country
servong as ~ounutors.
Santor or graduate student& currently en ·

We have t..lped place a number of
qualllled llluclenla frOm tne U.S.A In
recogntxed medical achoola ow••• ·

For application and fur ther information
phone collect ( 516) 7 46·2380 or write • . •

·--------------------------------

• EUROPEAN MEDICAL Students placement service, inc.
: 3 McKinleyAvenue, Aibertson, N.Y. 11507
I ltAIIl

loiAILIIIG ~
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I
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Applications must be submitted

900 students will be employed
Approximately 900 students to the student financial aid ofwill be working under the fice.
McDougal indicated that
University Student Employment and Federal Work- these students seeking emStudy Programs for the 1973-74 ployment will have to complete
school year, according to only a summer term apstated
Johnny McDougal. director of plication. He further
that it is definitely to the apstudent financial aid.
McDougal urges that all plicant's advantage to properly
students seeking any type of complete and return the emfinancial aid for the 1973-74 ployment application at this
school year immediately com- time.
Approximately 350 students
plete and submit the necessary
forms, indicating that many ap- will be given student emplications have already been ployment assignment& for the
summer term. The rate of pay
flled.
will be the same as for a
regular semester, $1.60 per
Summer E mployment
Student& interested in ap- hour not to ex~ 15 h ou rs per
plying for part-time em- week.
ployment at MSU for the awnFall Semester Packeta
mer term of 1973 should imAll students applying for a
mediately submit applications long-term student loan, a gran t

CET scheduled tomorrow
in Student Union Building
The Cooperative English
Test will be administered
tomorrow at 8, 9:30 and 11
a.m. in the Student Union
Ballroom.
Students may take the test
during any of these three
periods and do not have to
register ahead of time. There is
no fee for the test.
The following students must
take the CET to meet the
requirements for admission to
the teacher education training
program: all sophomores who
plan to follow the teacher
preparation program; all
juniors, senior~. and graduate

student& who do not yet have
teacher certificates, who plan
certification, and have not
taken the test; and all persons
admitted conditionally into the
teacher preparation program
pending completion of this test.
Application for admission to
teacher education training may
be made at the time of the test.
A speech and hearing
proficiency test i.~ also required
for admission into the teacher
preparation program. Notice of
the times and place of that test.
will be announced during the
CET tomorrow.

or student employment (both
University and Federal WorkStudy Program), beginning in
fall 1973, will be required to:
(1) submit an application for
financial aid to the student
financial aid office, and (2) submit the American College
Tsting (ACT) Family Financial
Statemen t to the ACT office in

pa r e 3

I

.I<'RIDAY, FEB. 2

Stud~~t Government sponsored mo\·ies, "The Heart is a Lonely

Hunter and a Bogart film, 7:30 p.m., University School
Auditorium.
West Side Players present "Death of Be~sie Smith" and "The
Man Nobody Saw," 8 p.m., University School Auditorium, $1
admission.
Racer basketball, MSU vs. Austin Peay, at Clarksville, Tenn.,
7:30 p.m.

SATURDAY, F E B. 3
Student art exhibit Kay Copeland, senior; Clara M. Eagle
Gallery, Pice Doyle Fine Arts Center. Will continue through Fb.
15.
SUNDAY, FEB. 4
MSU art faculty exhibition, Clara M. Eagle Gallery, Price Doyle
Fine Arts Center, will continue through Feb. 28.

lowa.

The application for financial
aid has been stardardized for
students seeking any of the
following: University Student
Employmen t a n d Federal
Work-Study; National Direct
Student Loan; Nursing Student
TUESDAY,FEB. 6
.
Loan; Educational Opportunity
Faculty recital; ·carl Rogers, ball,!!. Farrell Recital Hall, Pl-ice
Grant and Nursing Scholar- Doyle Fine Arts Center, 8 p.m.
ship.
Each applicant must also fill
out the ACT F amily Finan cial
Statement, included in t he
Student Application packet and
forward it to the ACT office. A
fee of $3 will be charged for
processing. ACT will evaluate
the information, check for
validity, and perform a financia l need analysis which will be
sent to MSU.
McDougal stressed that
student..'! acturately complete
the finnncial statement and encourages them to get help from
their parents during income tax
time since the family financial
fads will be readily available
then.
Application pa(·kets, additional information and
a~istancc are available in the
student financial aid office in
the basement of the Administration building.

WEDNESDAY, FEB. 7
Racer basketball, MSU vs. Parsons, University Fieldhouse, 7:30
p.m.

THURSDAY, FEB. 8
Phi Beta Lambda meeting, 7:30 p.m., Business Bldg.
Piano concerto, J. H ouston. Recital Hall Annex, Price Doyle
Fine Arts Center, 8 p.m.

I

MONDAY I FEB. 5

West Clermont School District, Amelia, Ohio; secondary and
elementary teachers.

THURSDAY, FEB. 8
Commonwealth Life Insurance Co., Louisville; sales
management trainee openings.

FRIDAY, FEB. 9
Board of Education of Kent County, Chcstertoll.'n, Md.; elementary and secondary teachers.
Cotton Boll Girl Scout Council, Sikeston, Mo.: ~ummer
positions-aS,!;iSblnt camp dirC('tOr, Waterfront director, canoeing instructor.

Southside
Northside

Family Pack

1 tb pkg

69c

I

Placement

JIM ADAMS IGA
Fields Weiner s

Florida

Fryers

Oranges

Pride of Illinois Corn
303 can 18c
Osage Peaches
2 t/2 can

29c

Rich Tex Shortening
3 lb can 58c

cut up

29c.b
Pepsi or
Coca Cola

Purex Bleach

IGA Crackers
1 lh box

25c
-..::=.

Chestnut Bacon
12 oz

69c

These prices good through next Tuesday

I

Calendar of events

Cabbage

19c
1/2 gal

8c

39c
10 oz 6 pack carton

pqe 4
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EDITORIALS

Roaming dogs provide comical
change of pacearound campus
comic relief from a routine class
situation. On practically any given
day one could walk through the
quadrangle and view a group of
frolicking canines staging an act
which closely resembles that of
vaudeville type slapstick comedy. At
times this chase scene becomes so intense one might think the dogs were
vieing for an oscar nomination. This
Some contend stray dogs are a wild display of energy usually
hindrance ira that they have been proves to be quite a show to those
known to occasionally carry off a people changing classes, and
newspaper or chase a speeding car.
especially entertaining for the easily
Even though these wandering distracted students in the business
creatures do manage to find and education buildings.
mischi~f, they also contribute a sort
All the above mentioned characof deligh.tful change of pace to such teristics may be considered meager
a traditionally strict educational at- when compared to the most admosphere.
mirable feature the dog world
Most University affiliated peopie
feel the local brigade of dogs are possesses. Canines are capable
quite an asset to the campus in that only of complete truthfulness which
is often a rarity among men. A dog's
they are so genuinely friendly. They
exhibit this friendship through honesty limits him to acting exactly
responsiveness. Of course, just as as he feels. This sort of truthfulness
would, in turn, limit his selectivness On the other hand
with people, some dogs are more affectionate than others, but strangely in friendships. In other words, a dog
enough all the campus dogs seem simply loves or hates and is capable
overwhelmingly happy to oblige of no in betweens. If such a capacity
anyone wishing to display a bit of of feeling were workable among
men, possibly ambiguities in human
affection.
relationships could be diminished.
Humorous aapect
One can see man does have some
One of the more humorous aspects
Yes, we have dogs on campus.
things to learn from his canine
linked with this group of assorted
Beautiful, full-blooded mongrels.
friends.
bounds, is their strong sense of
And aren't our dogs helpful? They
Display
affection
chase
cars, bite innocent bybelonging. Often this sense is carried
to a point of absurdity. It is no rarity
One last and more serious point, is standers, crowd the already crowded
to see the campus mutts acting as if that animals are quite capable of halls of the classroom buildings, and
they were tuition paying students. At emotion and feelings of varied accompany friends to class. And, of
least they always appear to make degrees, just as man's capability to course, we can't forget that they
good use of all the student facilities. experience pain, hunger, and lea ve reminders behind for us to
One can hardly blame the hounds emotion. Consequently, the small clean off our shoes.
for wanting to lounge in faculty ball creatures are unab le to comAs for being friendly, sure they
during bad weather, and one could municate verbally to offer man a are! About like a pack of rabid
surely vouch that the dogs actively token of gratitu de. Murray's wolves, if you're in a Volkswagen or
display their school spirit during roaming hounds are not an ex- happen to have a kitty for a pet. Or
football games.
ception to the rule. They are sometimes you're attacked for no
Campua comedy
unusually kind, cheerful, ttnd most apparent reason.
affectionate.
I n that these wanBut maybe some of you haven't
Another remarkable feature often
associated with this notable pack of dering friends do give so much joy, been attacked and say, "What's the
hounds is their varied dramatic hopefully they will always be harm in letting them stay?" Have
talents. These often prove to be around to brighten an ordinary day. you ever sat down on the grasa in the
quadrangle or even in classrooms
only to be dwarfed by an overgrown
Irish Setter or mutt?
Or bow about if you live in the
Murray Slate University
dorm. Do you enjoy being awakened
111 Wileen Hall
from the night's rest or an af609 CoU..o Stallen
ternoon's snooze by a screaming
Murray, Ky. 4207 1
symphony of howling dogs?
In that the city of Murray does
not have an acting anima) ordinance, the local dogs and cats are
free to roam the area at will. Many
residents feel these wandering
animals are a slight imposition.
However, roaming dogs on the campus have become less of a burden
and more of a comic relief from
routine class attendance.

Canine's comical attributions
not agreeable to all students

Murray Sl"al"e • • - - •

NaUOO\IIl rtp.....,latiYfl It Natioaal Ed""tiorual Ad·

vem.tn, ..,.,._, 360 Lulnctoo AYfl., New York, N.Y. 10017

Ne,..,.

T)>e Murray litaUJ
P"~rod and tdited by the jour ·
nal,.... at>Jcl.nta und.. the advieerohip of Dr Robet
Mc:Gaucbey. Thill olrkial publication of Munay StaUJ
Uni,..r..lJI II pubhahtd M<h Frtday In !he fall and fJ'rl1'l

Ed•tol·ln-Chwf- - - - - - - - _ Chria Douch*Y
llu..U.. Manapr
O...n111 lolcNa<l

ManaJi"' Edllor

_

Tom Chady
N-. Ed•lor- - - - - •.Mike J AtaMI.Int N<owo Edtlor- - - - · - - ·..· · -·- Gary Reu
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Ruth Hu,hao.

People, if you must bring those
animals to campus, please enroll
them in a course where they will do
themselves some good, like biology
or maybe an ag course. At least if
you pay for them to be enrolled on
campus, what complaint can we
voice?
Now don't take us wrong. We on
the NEWS staff don't have a vicious
grudge against a dog for using us as
a fire plug or something. We love
dogs; in fact, many of us own our
own special Fido.
But we don't bring our dogs to

class to keep us company. Our
instrurtors do that for us.
Please, students, leave your pets
at home. They can play there and
leave the messes to disturb no one
but you.
And, also, to the townspeople who
let their dogs roam about the campus, please keep them at home. After
all, didn't you get them for your own
entertainment and not to be the
darling of the whole world or
University? '
Seriously, though, let's work
together to rid the campus of our
animal friends before any serious injury occurs.
The NEWS hu a new cartooDiat. Mike Bueklntbam, a
freelt•an from Low.vllle. MUte
hu doae other eartoon work
with varioua -wapapers and Ia
Dow a p art of the replar NEWS

atatr.
Edl&or'a Note:
The ataft of Murray State
NEWS welco•e• any lettera, ar·
ticlea, eartoona, and p icturea
from UDiveraity at u denh,
faculty, and alumni.
Lettere to the Editor should be
no more than 250 words, typed,
and doubled apacecl. All lettera
muat be aigned or they wiU not
be publiahed; however, name•
can
be
withheld
upon
rea1onable request.
Tbe NEWS has the right to
change the lettera to conform to
our atyle sheet, but will not alter
the meaning or contenL We al1o
reaerve the right to accept or
1'1!ject letl4!-ra for IJUch reuona aa
libel and taate.
Guest article• may be from 260
to 760 worda aDd will follow the
11ame nandarda u Lettera to the
Editor.
Camera buffa and cartooniata
may al1o submit work to the
newapaper. All pictu~• must be
black and white and clear and
aharp. Cartoona ahould be 11ub·
mitted on heavy, white paper.
Deadline ia Monday noon
befo~ the Friday publt.hing
date.
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Letters to the Editor
Editorial criticized
Dear Editor:
Once again you have con·
tinued to mis-represent and
falsely accuse before attempting to research the subject matter of your column as
most seasoned students of jour·
nalism would do. I refer to your
column of Jan. 26. To begin
with, the advisor of the M.S.U.
NEWS was notified and informed of the details of the forthcoming election on Jan. 16,
1973, in ample time to be prin·
ted in the Jan. 19th edition of
the NEWS. Also flyers, in·
forming members of the
student body were also posted
on the 16th of January, TWO
WEEKS before the election.
Point: It is not the respon·
sibility of the Student Government to write news articles and
plead with the editorial editor
for a "Precious" mention. We
merely inform. A student of
journalism. being paid, should
at least attempt. to gather the
basic facts and represent them
fairly to the reading public.
Secondly, readers of this letter should know that Miss
Christie has attended no more
than three meetings during one
entire school year. So how may
she claim that "this is the usual
procedure and style exhibited
by this year's council?" Miss
Christie claims that only members of the Student Govern·
ment knew about the election.
Of course she failed to point
out that at the time of
publication of the News there
were five candidates for the of·
fice, three of whom are not
associated with the 72-73
Council in" any way. Again
there appears to be a basic lack
of good journalistic fundamentals.
Finally, Mi88 Christie, as
editorial editor, very obviously
failed to mention the fact that
not only is she a member of the
judicial Board that heard the
question involved but she also
actively sought people to file
charges so that the Board may
hear the case. It seems to me
that Miss Christie has taken it
upon herself to be the con·
science of MSU and will leave
no rock unturned in her attempt to do what she believes is
right, even when it means
violating the judicial canons
and ethics way which she
should adhere.
In conclusion: I have stood
by and watched the editorial
staff falsely accuse ad·
ministrators and students aJike
and haven't objected becaWJe I
felt that the staff would correct
their mistakes. However, in the
last editorial, a ll bounds of
reason and prudence were over
stepped. I will no longer
tolerate the malicious and slanderous manner in which the
editorial editor attempts to im·
press her unfounded and
unresearched stab at jour·
nalism on the students of MSU.
Yours in hope of improving
journalism.
Dave L. Curtis
President Student
Government
No-hour dorm promoted
Dear Editor:
ATTENTION ALL GIRL'S
DORM RESIDENTS: here is
an offer you can't refuse! Many
coeds think that if parents give
written consent to their
daughter's living in a no-hour
dorm, the girl automatically

has to pack up her belongings,
leaving friends and foes for
Regents Hall. This is ab,.
solutely false. There is no
obligation to move.
The Board of Regents said
that if enough girls request an
open-hour dorm, another one
will be opened. There is no
reason why m08t, if not ALL,
MSU's dorms can't become nohour dorms... IF you care
enough to do the following:
1. Call Judy Rayburn, super·
visor of women's residence
halls, at 3811 and ask that a
no-hour permi88ion letter be
sent to your parents.
2. Explain at home that such
a dorm is equipped with
security guards and as safe as
any regular dorm with curfews.
In fact, after 11 p.m. the open·
hour dorm becomes a veritable
fortress into which unathorized
persons can neither bribe nor
otherwise force their way.
3. Ask for a room in your
current dorm (if you prefer to
remain) and if enough other
girls do the same, you dorm
may have open hours.
Presto! That's all there is to
it. Remember it's all up to you.
P.S. The extra $15 per
semester pays security guards.
It comes to *3.75 a month, .94
cents a week, or .1-4 cents a day.
Come on! You can scrape it
up.
Kim Stubblefield
W.S.G.A. representative
A.NIItantahip questioned
Dear Editor:
It has come to my attention
that the French department baa
awarded a teaching aaaistantship to a graduate atudent in
the Spanish department. who is
now teaching a course for
reading knowledge in French.
am in no position to
I
judge the qualifications of this
person or his ability to teach
French.
I am aware of the fact that
French and Spanish are lumped tosether with RU88ian into
one department--the "Romantic Ruuian" department, if you
will. But it seems to m&-and I
think it would occur to any
reasonable person--that a
teachins assistantship for
French division has no
graduate students. let then find
some and build their program
without recruitins outside,
posaible unqualified help.
Compere this case with the
situation in another language
department--Germanic
Languages-in which I am a
graduate studenl In two yean
this small department bas
grown from three to twelve
graduate students, not to mention a number of undergraduate majora, minors
and elementary students.
In order to sustain the
graduate program the two
professora
in
Germanic
Languages find it necessary to
carry a combined teaching load
of 38 hours, in addition to
which one of them must spend
around five hours a week in
transit between Murray and
Eagle University at Ft. Campbell. This means that each of
these professors averages 19
hours teaching per week; compare this with the maximum
nine to twelve hour loads,
which ideally should be alloted
to a professor.
And DOW I rmd that the
department of Germanic
languases is in danger of losing
some of the three assistantships
it currently has, thus increaains

the work load on the professors
and denyiq financial aid to
some graduate studenta.
Although I have no uaiatantsbip at present and have not
applied for one for next year, l
am appalled at the apparently
inequity of this situation.
I expreaa my concern because
I see here just another example
of the arbitrary, bureaucratic,
senseless way in which certain
aspects of this University are
manased. I see the $2700
teachinc 8.88istantshipa offered
to grad atudents in the sciences.
as compared to the $1800 ones
which have been offered to
atudentl in the humanititea.
And as an undercraduate
history and journalism major
and German student, who baa
not abandoned the bumanitites
because of the "lack of job opportunities' • I have to ask:
Dean Blackburn, why do you
try
to
administer
a
UNIVERSE-ity according to
the rules of your own narrow
point of view?

of

Robert C. Johnson. Jr.
graduate atudent Dept.
Germanic Languages
Paychologiats• letter
recetvea criticism

Dear Editor:
It is appallins to see
dosmatic
attacks
upon
colleagues in a university atmosphere. The assault by
Charles Ward upon two
professors is an interesting
psychological
commentary.
Four specific observations must
be made concernins (1) his "un·
pleasant duty to defend science,
(2) his scientific dispute, (3) his
personal bombardment, and (4)
his inane conclusion.
Dr. Ward fulfilled his "unpleasant duty" with startling
verbosity--typical of an in·
fantile
emotional response
rather than a mature and
reasonable presentation of
opinion.
Dr. Ward displayed a
marked ignorance of that which
he attacked One hopes that his
approach to the psychological
study of behavior is more open·
minded and challenges him to
test astrology by experimenting
and observing. If he then
rejects what he now condemns
that is his prerogative. But to
do otherwise is biased.
Dr.
Ward
showed
profeesional impropriety in his
diatribe against his colleagues.
If the university ideal is to
silence all opinions but one, Dr.
Ward is an effective intellectual agent. If, however,
this ideal is to learn and to let
learn, the man is out of place.
The professor concluded with
a witless thrust which merits
one last comment. Dr. Hayes
presents astrological theories
upon request and with
scholarly candor. He forces no
one to listen; neither does he
engage in trivial pugilism.
In conclusion, it might be appropriate to request that Dr.
Ward limit his future ravings
to the 250-word NEWS restric·
tiona.
Kay 0 . Beasley
Children monopolize facility
Dear Editor:
Recently at a meeting of our
organization a much complained about. yet. little done
about problem was again
brought up. It concerns the fact
that it is relatively impossible
for an intramural team, be it
Greek of independent to find a

place to practice in the Murray
area. In the case of football or
softball this is readily un·
derstood since the University
dDes not maintain a (teld of
this type for teams to practice.
However the University doea
have the Carr Health Building
with what would appear to be
an abundant amount of buket·
ball courts for the teaJDB to
practice. This is not the case
though since the Carr Health
buildins is constantly overflowinc with grammar school,
high school. and other local
juveniles. Once again it is im·
possible for intramural teams,
or just someone wanting to
shoot baskets to play.
When an intramural basket·
ball same is in play these very
same juveniles manage to get in
the way of players, and distract
the attention of the referees
due to the fact that they play
on side baskets where no one is
supposed to be during a game,
thus causing loose basketballs
to roll on the court and cause
injuries to intramural players.
They also joy at blowing
whistles similar to that of the
referee, and calling out that
there is a loose ball on the
court when in fact there is
none. When the referee attempts to correct these young
boyB they sneer at him in
defiance and offer nothing but
back talk. Needless to say none
of the above acts enhances the
enjoyment of the game for spec·
tatora, referees who have a dif·
ficult job at it is, or the players.
However menial this problem
may seem to one that baa not
encountered it, one must
realize that these games do indeed mean It lot to the "tuition
payinc students" that are par·
ticipating in them. We feel con·
fident that the majority of
Murray State students that do
attempt to use the Carr Health
building have at on4! time or
another been inconvenienced
by these unruly juveniles. It
has been necessary for the
Gymnastics Club during their
practice periods to lock off their
pert of the building due to the
fact that. young non-atudents
enter, get in the way, and
generally abuse the University
facilities. It is obvious that con·
duct of this type by a Murray
State student would not be
tolerated so why should
"tuition paying students" that
contribute to the revenue of the
University and city have to ab,.
sorb this harrassment and
abuse by children that do not
make contributions to the
UDiversity.
As a solution to this
repulsive situation we offer
one, very quick, effective
solution. Station a University
employee, be it student
or
otherwise at the door of the
health buildinc during evening
and Saturday hours of
operation. and require persons
that desire to get in to prOduce
a valid Murray State iden-tification card. Due to the con·
duct of some of these youns
boys it is possible that the person in charge of checking identification could receive some
harra88ment or even threats
from some of the high school
youths, but we feel this problem
could be remedied by a kick in
the pants by some willing
Murray State students. Lets all
do something about this
situation before a student is injured due to the expected,
irrational acts of people that
have no right to be in the
·health building in the flrst
place.
Tau Kappa Epsilon Fraternity
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Joe Dyer and food:
a t raditional affair
By DANIEL BAUGH
Rep orter

Tradition has it that cavable
people can do many types of
things. Such is the case with
Joe Dyer, current coordinator
of Murray State University's
food services.
Dyer, a 39-year-old Calloway
County native, is a man of
varied experiences. The 5·10
veteran graduated
from
Murray State in 1962 with a
major in physical education
and minors in history and
geography. Dyer furthered his
educational career by receiving
his Master's degree in secondary education.

!boto by Alan RaJdt
RECI<~IVING
INSTRUCTIONS in the
science of star-gazing is senior Barry Raidt
(right), a journalism major from Mayfield.

Professor Bill Burnley is the astronomy .i n·
structor.

After teaching at Calloway
County High School for four
years, Dyer joined the staff of
MSU as manager of Hart
Snack Bar and Recreation
Room in 1966. From there, he

Astronomy provides new insight

•

Study challenges grasp of universe
Burnley, who has taught
astronomy seven of the eight
years MSU bas offered it, a lso
Since the time when ancient points out, "Pure astronomy for
shepherds gazed at the heavens astronomy's sake would be
and fabricated myth.'! about pretty dull You have to com·
flying horses and feuding gods bine it with physics, chemistry,
and goddesses. the human geology and other sciences. I
imagination has been cap· like astronomy, but I'm also in·
terested in solar wind and
tivated by the cosmos.
T oday feats accomplished on energy studies, which should be
" Star Trek" , ''L08t in Space" at the very front of astrono·
and other science • fiction mica! re~arch."
series no longl'r seem im·
probably and man's dream of
"We must face~" he explains,
moon exploration has become "the fact that we' re running
out of current fuel sources. Y ct,
reality.
the sun provide~ us daily with
Thus, IHlt' of the most hundres of thousands of times
relevant areas a student can more energy than we use."
undertake is that of astronomy.
For those leSt; math-oriented,
Certainly it rnnks among the
most mind-dazzling. One of astronomy 115 present~ the
story of the univen;e logically
counti(I~S fnsdnating examples:
extra-solar S}lllce is measurt-d yet comprehensivly. The four·
in light-year units. Since the hour course also offers weekly
velocity of light is 186,000 labs, durin~ which studentJ:J
miles per second, one light-year peer through the 12 -inch
equals that figure multiplied by telescope on the Blackburn
the number of seconds in a Science building' s top floor.
year.
The galaxy nearest to the Since beat: waves distort :l ight
Milky Way, Andromeda (M31), reception, the dome is not
is a mere two million such light heated during winter evenings.
years away! In other words, Class members 1100n learn to
light received from it today left
don scarves, boots, coats, mittwo million years ago.
tens and any apparel available.
By ANNETTE BORDERS
A88t. Featu re Ed itor

As Bill Burnley, assistant
professor in the department of
physics and astronomy, once
remarked to his class, "If we
ever witness an explosion in
Andromeda, we needn't worry
abou t the poor people who may
exist there and be blown to
smithereens. Our sympathy
would be a million years
too late!"

SUMMER JOBS
Guys 6 Gals needed fOI' summer
employment at National Parlts.
Pnvate Camps. Dude Ranches
and Resorts throughout the na·
lion. Over 35.000 students aided
last year. FOI' Free information on
student assistance program send
self-addressed STAMPED anve·
tope to Opportunity Research,
Dept. SJO, 6& Flathead Onve.
Kalispell. MT 59901 •
... YOU MUST APPLY EARLY .....

Though the majority sign up
for astronomy to fulfill a
graduation requirement, some
students take it in preparation

for careers. One such case is
Roy McCoy, a senior from
Cloverport, who is going into
naval aviation.
Lectures
often
spark
philosophical
discussions,
which continue after the bell
has dismissed class. Among the
most
common
subjects
discussed are:
Does the possibility of
visiting other galaxies exist?
"Perhaps," answer.s Burnley,
"but it's not likely to occur in
our lifetimes. The greatest
velocitv our rockets have bien
able t~ oblain is a mere 7,000
miles per hour--not even a frac·
t ion of lhe speed of light."

my thinking so is 'why not?'' he
says.

If the normal metabolism
rate slows down immensely as
you approach Lhe speed of light:,
could future man go beyond
this ncar state of suspended
animation back into time? Bur·
nley replies, "We fltill accept as
one of the postulates of
relativistic physies that the
speed of light is ultimate. Of
course, we are finding dollbts of
this now. Astronomy i:; similar
to many other fields: If one
theory doesn't !'mit you, you can
always subticribe to another."

now become not so much
"What marvels will man
discpver?" but "Will man sur·
vive long enough t o uncover
them?" With that thought in
the reader's mind, this article
ends.

What about other life forms
and UFO's? Burnley does
believe that life •· perhaps not
as we know it. but life just ohe
same . . does exist on other
planets. "The only reason for

Concerning the UFO' s, he
continues, 'T ve never had the
opportunity to ~ee one myself
and therefore d on' t know.
However, the books published
are pretty convincing. I won' t
ascribe the term 'quack' to
anyone who Jlays he's seen
one.''
With its quas ars, white
dwarfs, novae, red ·s hift~. and
spectrographs, l h£' universe ad·
mittedly has ample room f(lr
man
to
undertake
its
challenges. The question has

rose to the position of food ser·
vices coordinator in 1972.
The 156 lb., black-haired,
brown-eyed Southern Baptist
has several interesting hobbies.
''We live outside Murray near
Ke-ntucky Lake and all of us,
the entire family, are outdoor
enthusiasts. Hor!les are our
number one hobby." The Dyers
have three brood mares and
one colt, and are expecting
three more colts this spring.
Dyer also has a keen interest in
photography, though more for
the purpose of record keeping
than anything else.
One is quite impressed by the
quantity of food prepared in
the cafeteria. "In Winslow
cafeteria, we will prepare in excess of 2,600 to 2,700 meals per
day. In the fall semester, we
would probably go to 3.000 per
day," Dyer said. The sheer
volume of supplies ordered is
overwhelming. " We order
meats in the hundreds of
pounds. Canned and packaged
goods are ordered in excess of
100 case lots of practically any
item you would care to men·
tion," he added.
Among improvements cited
since assuming control were the
closed cafeteria policy, that is,
ticket holders only being admitted to the cafeteria plus a
constant effort in improvement
in the quality of meals.
"When you come into the
cafeteria, you come in for the
express purpose of eating. By
cutting down on food spoilage
we were able to initiate last
year's policies which were well
received by the students.
Among the policies are
unlimited
portions
of
vegetablt!s, desserts, and
drinks," Dyer stated.
Dyer states quality as being
the uppermost objective in
mind. Some future plans in·
elude the conversion of the
game room in the SUB into a
private dining room to be used
by any group for special oc·
casions. ''Again we try to stress
to all students the second word
in our title 'Food Services'. We
try to stress that word service
and we are here to serve and to
operate in that manner," Dyer
stated.

$5.00 - Rack of Clothes-$5.00
Included on the rack are:

Men's Clothes
Shirts
Knit Pants

ies' Clothes
Sweater s

Blouses
Knit Pants

WORSHIP Wim US
University
Church of Christ

Children's Clothes
Men's Shirts $1.99

106 North 15th Street

Sunday

9:30 a.m. Bible Study
10:00 a.m. Worship

6:00 p.m. Worship

Fashion Mart
"Latest Fa sh ions at Discount Prices"
On Chestnut

7:00 p.m . Bible Study
No refunds or Exchanges
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MSU~

director of public information

Dwain Mcintosh: multi-talented and concerned·
By JEFFREY MARDEUSE
Rep .,rter

An intelligent, diversified, interesting and genuinely con·
cerned indiVid ual characterizes
Dwain Mcintosh, Murray State
University's director of public
information.
Mci ntosh is a native
Paducahan and first attended
college 19 years ago. He had an
extremely exciting and varied
19 years as a student, soldier,
and as an employee in various
aspects of journalism. He
finally received his B.S. degree
in journalism from Murray in
August of 1972 after resuming
classes in 1970.
Not too long after first at·
tending college, Mcintosh was
drafted. "You might call me a
draft-out," instead of a drop·
out. he relates. He was
stationed at Ft. Campbell in
the
lOlst
Airbo rne
paratroopers branch.
After the stint in the U.S.
Army was over, he went to
work for the Paducah SunDemocrat where he worked for
two year s as a reporter.
Following that, he worked with
the Kentucky State Department
of Public Information in Frank·
fort. From 1963-1967 he was
the executive assistant and
news secretary to the then Lt.

Gov. Ha rry Lee Waterfie ld,
now a member of the Board of
Regents at MSU.
In 1967 be a ided in the
political compaign for t he
Democratic nominee for gover·
nor of Kentucky who won his
primary. In the general elec·
tion, however, this ca ndidate
lost to the Republican can·
didate Nunn.
This valuable experience was
the qualification that Mclntoeh
had when he came to MSU five
years ago and got his present
job.
When asked what his job en·
tailed, Mci ntosh responded,
"Primarily it is di88eminating
news, photos and features
about students, faculty, staff
and programs at MSU to the
news media."
Mcintosh also works along
with three other people on the
editorial staff of Alumnus
Magazine.
Also, his office serves as a
classroom with him the supervisor. The course is a graduate
level journalism course. They
work in the public information
office and at the end of the
semester compile an in-depth
report on everything that they
did and learned during their
employment. Credit is received
for the couse along with the excellent experience.

Mclntoeh works under M.C.
Garrott, the MSU director of
public relations. When asked if
he bad plans or hopes of
someday taking over Garrott's
job, Mcintosh said that he is
more interested in what he is
doing now and enjoys doing
this job more than he feels be
would doing Garrott' a.
Switching to personal views
and life style, Mcintosh made a
number of statements which
show bow he feels about the
University a nd life.
When asked what he thought
of the University he sa id, "This
is the most tremendous place to
live in Western Kentucky."
Since he is an avid participant
and viewer of sports, he likes
the excitement of collegiate
sporting events. Also, the fact
that he has been active in
sports all his life is important
as he still is active and there
a re many recreational facilities
provided by the University and
the lakeland area.
Mcintosh also feels that
everything that the University
has to offer culturally is of vast
importance. "There are recitals,
lectures and art exhibits which
are very much in the line of
culture," says Mcintosh.
He fu rther comments,
".Living in a university community is an eye-opener, l think

Composing tunes is not ~asy,
•
' s Dr. Eula McCain
says music
By LEON HARP
Reporter

Whistle a happy tune, then
try to write it down. Sound
easy? According to Dr. Eula
McCain, music in..:;tructor at
MSU since 1964, to succeed in
composition "one should have
a .<~ trong background in piano
and a mas tery of music
theory."
Originally from Gainesville,
Texas. a town approximate ly
the size of Murray, Dr. McCain
grew up in a musically- orien·
ted family. Both her mother
and sister hnd studied piano.
First grade for Dr. McCain
was the start of her musical
training at t he piano, a nd for a
while she was mostly self·
taught. She explained, " 1n
school we sang solfa syllables.
Mv older sister would tell me
where 'do' was in a piece of
music. Then I could play the
melody from syllable~!, tra n·
sposing everything, however, to
C. major."
Because there were several
teachers in her family, adults
declared that when sh~ finished
her education she would bo a
teacher. In defiance of this, Dr.
McCain decided thal it would
be otherwise. So, she entered
college as a business major.
Dissatisfied with the results of
this endeavor, the following
.Year was conducted a s a
general education major. Still
unhappy, her love for music
won out. She entered the
Bachelor of Music program at
the University of Texas and
graduated from that institution
with more than 200 hours of
credits.
Dr. McCain went on to North
Texas Stat~ University to study
with Sa muelAdler,now head of
the composition department at
the Eastman School of Music,
and was awarded her Ph.D. in
music compo:-ition in 1963 .

When
MSU in
entitled
was her
here. In

Dr. McCain came to
1964, her composition

"Woodwind Quintet"
first to be performed
1970 another of her

compositions, entitled "Lyric
Sonata," was performed by
MSU's brass choir.
This semester will bring
about the performance of yet
another composition, entitled
"The Lord Triumphant." It
will be performed by the
University Chorus on April 16.
The work. lasting about 35
minutes, has an organ ac·
companiment and features
soprano and baritone solos and
a narrator. When asked what
inspired the writing of this
work, Dr. McCain said, " I've
always wanted to write an
Easter cantata bec:ause there
are very few go od ones
available."
No one is perfect and Dr.
McCain would be the first one

to admit it as she relates the
follow in~ incident concerning
the cantata: "The chorus was
assembling for its first rehearsal of 'The Lord Triumphant.'
Having recently discovered a
mistake in a very jarring
modulation of the first section
of the composition, I went to
the choral room five minutes
before the rehearsal was to
begin. Walking over to the
piano, I asked the accompanist
for her copy of the score and
without further comment
proceeded to correct the chords
in the accompaniment that
would make for a smooth transition." Dr. McCa in explained.
Not onlv has Dr McCain
written co~positions, she has
directed them as well. Her past
experience has been to direct
the choral groups of Highland
College in Pa!ladena, Calif.,
Covenant College in St. Louis,
and Stephen F. Austin College
in Nacogdoches, Texas.

a college t own is terrific, credit to the administration of
especially in my native Western Murray State University is
Kentucky."
Dwain Mcintosh. director of
A unique individual and a public information.

Ph ot o by Keary Caiman

KEEPING BUSY with what happens on the Murray State
campus is Dwain Mcintosh, the University's director of pu blic
information. A native of Paducah. Mcintosh is a graduate of
MSU.
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Hart Hall's young administrator

Eddie Hunt's job: dorms and student happiness
upperclassman). All dormitory
projects, programs, and open
Attired in his tennis shorts houses are handled by Hunt.
Talking about his job, Hunt
with a racket in his hand be
hardly looks 29 years old. But, 9plained, "I love my work
sitting behind his desk in his of· because it gives me a chance to
fice at Hart Hall, Eddie Hunt work with students and also
looks every bit the part of a live in a University atyoung administrator.
mosphere." And working with
His official position with the students is what he has done.
University is that as supervisor Since being named to the
of the men's residence halls position of supervisor of men's
and director of Hart Hall. Halls, Hunt has recently acBesides his job Hunt is also a tively initiated programs in·
husband and father, an avid volving students in the dor·
tennis player, and sponser of mitories.
the
men' s-I nter-Dormitory
Hunt has been involved in a
Council.
few programs such as inWith his job comes the tramural athletic teams in footresponsibilities of the five hal~ basketball, and softball.
men's dormitories (two dorms Other activities such as dances,
which are filled with freshman billiards, and chess tourand three dorms which house naments were also his work.
By STEVE LOWERY
Reporter

All activities have been
received warmly by students
(over 108 freshman participated in the basketball
league.
This only adds to Hunts personal satisfaction. "Our goal is
to try and keep interest build
up in the dorms. We're trying
to add activities to the life of
the student who lives on campus."
The core of Hunt's job,
though, is trying to keep
students happy. This is where
his work with the M.I.D.C.
comes in. This year the council
has proposed changes in the
open house policy and have
high expectations that their
proposals will be accepted.
Hunt expressed his feelings
on open houses saying, "Open

Barberslwppers enjoy old art
which 40,000 help to preserve
By JOE WALKER
Reporter

"We sing that they shall
speak." This is the motto of the
Society for the Preservation
and Encouragement of Bar·
bershop Quartet Singing in
America.
One would think that this
long title would be too drawn
out to be serious. This nearly
40,000-member
society,
however is based on long hours
of enjoyment and hard work
devoted to an old, but very intricate art of barbershop
singing.
It supports the service project
of logopedics, which involves
the rehabilitation of adults and
children who have speech
problems. This inatitution, centered in Winchita, Kansas, aida
many thousands of unfortunate
people each year.
Rupert Hall and O.C. Cash
met one evening in a hotel
room in Tulsa, Okla., and
decided to start a small
organization to help preserve
barbershop music. Little did
they know that 64 years later
there would be an international
society composed of the United
States, Canada, England, Germany, Sweden. and numerous
other countries. Better than
700 chapters from 11 districts
are active in the U.S. and
Canada.
Each spring, conventions are

held in each district. and competitions are staged to choose
quartet candidates to advance
to the international convention
held during the summer i11 onP.
of the larger U.S. cities. There
a major convention is held,
providing its attending members to a week of intertainment
and competition Thursday
through Saturday of this week
is devoted to the competition of
45 or -the society' a greatest
quartets and 20 choruses,
which are chosen the preceding
fall.
During these three days,
these quartets and choruses
employ their skills and produce
end products of many months
of rehearsal. After two days,
only 10 quartets remain.
During the final competition
on Saturday night, the "Cream
of the Crop" is reduced to four
medalists and the greatest
quartet in exif';tance for that
respec tive year--The In·
ternational Champion. Thi.&
title is the life long dream of
devoted barbershoppcrs.
To reach this coveted
position, four mt>n mu!!f employ
to near perfection, their talents

quality to rate championship
status.
The 1971 International
Champion,
"Gentlemen's
Agreement," has toured the
Far gast doing show11 for our
armed forces. They boast a lead
singer with a phenomenal voice
and have had so much success
singing that they own their own
airplane and have started their
own corporation--that's right,
corporation.
The 1961 International
Champion, "Sun Tones'' appeared for two seasons on the
Jackie Gleason show and have
flown more than a million
miles to sing for various chapter shows and other performances.
Any great art can, and
should be preserved. The barbershop society has proved this
point. Its members sing both
old-fashioned and up-to-date
songs arranged in barbershop
fashion. and have made bar·
bcrshop music a great pasttime.
Here' s a great big thank-you to
O.C, Cash and Rupert Hall;
your dreams have surely not
gone in vain.

houses have been a great success this year. We've had an
average of 125 female visitors
per open house and we've never
had any trouble.'' Hunt also
backs the council's hopes of
changing open house policies to
eight per year and perhaps ad·
ding more open houses in
following semesters.
Besides working a regular
daytime shift Hunt puts in
much of his freetime super·
vising dormitory functions and
dealing with student problems.
This semester there are, 1150
men living on campus and the
University has the ability to
house
1838.
But
the
probabilities of filling the dor·
mitorya are slim, "We'll never
fill our empty rooms till there
is a student growth in the
University.'' said Hunt.
Hunt's family consists of his
pretty wife Linda and their 3year-old son Jason. With his
utra time Hunt is one of the
finer tennis players in the area.
He has taken individual honors
as Calloway County Club
champion and the city of
Murray Champion. With the
help of his wife, he has taken
honors as Calloway County
Country Club doubles champion and Murray Doubles
Champions. On tennis Hunt explains, "I first became interested in tennis when I was
supposed to teach a girl's gym
class. I didn't know how to
play then and I knew I'd better
learn if I bad to teach someone
else."

Originally from Paducah,
Hunt's background dates back
to 1961 when he entered school
here as a freshman. He
graduated in 1966 with a
bachelor's degree in business.
He had also taken the R.O.T.C.
program at Murray and
following graduation. he went
into the Army for two years.
Part of his time in the service
found Hunt in Vietnam where
be belonged to a boat company
that kept the front lines supplied. He describes his time in
Vietnam as "good experience".
After leaving the service in
1968, Hunt came back to
Murray to work on his Masters
degree in Education. He
received this and with the help
of an assistantship as dorm
director of Richmond Hall, he
went into the Plus 30 program,
which is designed to specialize
in teaching.
A full time job as director of
White Hall was offered to and
accepted by Hunt in 1971. Last
semester found Hunt in his
current position.
Looking to the future Hunt
comments, "I'm happy here at
Murray. I'll stay here for
awhile." But, he also spoke of
going back to school and
working on his Doctorate with
hopes of teaching on a univer·
sity level sometime in the
future.
Hopefully for MSU, Hunt
will delay those plans for
teaching. He is one of those
rare individuals who makes life
easier for all of us.

Experience is
the KEY!
Elect
an Hammond

SG Treasurer

in five categories:
harmony
curacy,
balance and
blend, acin- . .------------------------~!""""----~----~
terpretation, stage presence,
and arrangement. A panel of
some 25 musical specialists
510 Main
753-2975
judge the competition, making
it possible for only the very best

Welcome MSU Students
8 track tapes, buy th e first one at
regular price-get the second one for
$1.00 off
Albums. buy the first one at regular
price- get the second one for
504 off
Ch eck w ith u s before buying your
refrigerator next semester.
We a 1so rent refrigerators.
Come in and Browse Around

T.V. Service Center
Central Shopping Center
Near the Krocer atore

PAGLIA/'S PIZZA
FREE DELIVERY

P izza

P oor Boy Sandwich es

Spagh e tti

------------------------------------151. Off On All Large Group Orders
All Refills Free On
Soft Drinks

Coffee

Tea

------------------------------------SPAGIIETII SPECIAL
This Tuesday Only
Spaghetti

Garlic Bread

Only $1.35
Open 4:00 P .l\1. Ev ery Day

Salad
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For your information:
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TAU KAPPA EPSILON
A dance and reading of
"Patty Murphy's" last will and
testament will be tonight at the
Woodmen of the World
Building. All brothers, rushees
and their dates are invited. The
dance will be from 9 p.m. to 1
a.m. The dress is coat and tie in
the gangster tradition.
There will also be a party at
the house tomorrow night. All
rushees and dates are invited.
SIGMA CHI
The newly initiated brothers
of Epsilon Tau of Sigma Chi
are Danny Guy and Mike Finney of Murray; Craig Turner
and Jim Pickens of Mayfield;
Bob Williams and Jerry Payne
of Owensboro; and 'Mike Hoyle
of New Orleans, La.
Tomorrow, Sigma Chi will
sponsor a rush dance at the
Bunny Club in Paducah. The
entertainment will be provided
by Stumpdaddy from 7:30 p.m.
- 11 :30 p.m. Dress will be semiformal .
ALPHA DELTA PI

..

The sisters of Alpha Delta Pi
have elected and installed officers for the year 1973. Serving
as president for the sorority is
Beth Garrison, Murray. First
vice president is Alisa Dukes,
Valley Station, while Patti Hoffman, Marion, Ill., serves her
chapter as second vice
president. Pam Henshaw,
Sturgis, has been installed as
recording secretary, and Phyllis
Woodard, Hopkinsville, is
corresponding secretary. Reporter-historian is Kathy Oliver,
Union City, Tenn. The new
chaplain is Donna Cunningham, Greenville, while
Pam Labreacht, Cheater, Ill.,
serves as guard. Membership
chairmen are Becky Raque,
Louisville, and Leiza Sandefer,
Hopkinsville. Debbie Burt,
Clay City, lll., has been elected
scholarship chairman. The new
activities chairman is Dana
Gibson, Mayfield, and Donna
Sanderson, Mayfield, serves as
registrar.

SOCK AND BUSKIN
The spring semester apprenticeship will consist of 11
apprentices. They are Dianne
Burnett, Benton; Cathy
Crecelius, Paducah; Deanna
Drennon, La Grange; Galena
Gage, Paducah, Ben Granger,
Litchfield, Ill.; Carolyn Jones,
Louisville; Ira D. King,
Hopkinsville; Alan K. Martin,
Radcliff; Elaine Shemoney,
Ellis Grove, Ill.; and Carol
Wall ace, Louisville.
The apprentices will go
through a six week ap·
prenticeship in which they will
be
taught
the
basic
requirements of the theater.
LAMBDA CH1 ALPHA
The brothers of Lambda Chi
Alpha help an open house
Thursday, from 12 to 5 p.m.
Also on Thursday a party was
held at the house for brothers
and their guests.
Tomorrow the brothers will
once again hold their Valentine
Dance at the Ritz Hotel in
Paducah. The dance will be
held from 8 p.m. to 12 midnight
with dress being semi-formal.
Preceding · the dance the
brothers and guests will dine in
Paducah.
The fraternity holds its
"Gala Spring Smoker" from 6·
8 p.m. at the Woodmen of the
World building on Wednesday,
Feb. 7. Dress will 'be coat and
tie.
DELTA SIGMA PHI
Delta Sigma Phi social
fraternity had a party for
rushees and guests after the
Western game.
Plans have been made to
hold a bike rally in the spring.
No date has been set as of yet.
The fraternity, rushees and
guests will travel to Clarksville,
Tenn. to help support the
Racers against Austin Peay
Saturday.
Delta Sigma Phi's goal for
this semester is to achieve
chapter status.
DAMES CLUB
The MSU Dames Club will
bold their second meeting of
this semester on Tuesday, Feb.
6, at the Student Union
building. If you are a married
student or a student's wife,
please come visit ua. We are
always looking for new members.
If you would like a ride to
the meeting or if you would like
more information on the
Dames Club, please call 7537278 or 753-7782.

See

the

TAU PHI LAMBDA

SIGMA PHI EPSILON

SIGMA PI

Last Saturday night a Sigma
Pi Alumni committee headed
by Bob Ligon and Steve Moore
honored the brothers and little
sisters and their rushees at a
party at the Executive Cottages
on Kentucky Lake. We would
like to give them our sincere
thanks.
SIGMA SIGMA SIGMA
On Monday, Jan. 29, the
Sigma Sigma Sigma social brothers installed six new little
sorority has elected 1973 of- sisters in the Order of Athena.
ficers. They are Beth Tuck, They are Candy Clifford,
Murray, president; Cinda Louisville; Susan Davenport.
Clarkson, Alton, Ill., vice- Flemingburg; Shann Edmiston.
president; Ruth Baxter, Owen- Dawson Springa; Kay French,
Eruma
sbor, treasurer; Cathy Grider, Camden, Tenn.;
Frankfort, recording secretary, McDaniel, Calhoun and Debbie
Sarah Hail, Calvert City, Pflaughaupt, Shelbyville. Each
corresponding secretary; and was given a white rose by the
Jill Meehan. Louisville, keeper brothers.
Today, the brothers are spon·
of grades.
soring a skating party for the
rushees. Everybody needs to
SIGMA NU
meet at the houae about 7 p.m.
There will be a casino party
The brothers of Sigma Nu
will hold a rush dance tonight at the house tomorrow night
starting at 7.
The party is
from 9 p.m. to 12:30 a.m. at the
closed.
Calloway County Country
The Delta Rho chapter of
Club. Music will be provided by
Sigma Pi at Morehead will be
Stumpdaddy. There will be a
guests of Gamma Upsilon
cocktail party at the house
during the weekend of Feb. 9·
before the dance from 7-8:30
11 for the Murray va.
p.m.
Morehead game.
Tomorrow the brothers and
rushees will celebrate the birPI KAPPA ALPHA
thday of brother Boonie at the
house at 7:30 p.m. RefreshThe smoker for Pi Kappa
ments will be provided.
Alpha will be held Sunday
All rushees, brothers and
evening, Feb. 4 at 8:30 at
dates are cordially invited to
Woodmen of the World. A coat
both functions.
and tie must be worn by all
brothers and rushees.
KAPPA DELTA
The annual Firetruckers Ball
will be held Saturday, Feb. 10
Mrs. Marian Arnold. Kappa
at Woodmen of the World from
Delta Province President, made
9 p.m. until 1 a.m. Stumpdaddy
her annual visit to the Delta
will provide the entertainment
Iota chapter on Jan. 18-20.
and brothers and rushee11 are to
During this time she attended a
wear coat and tie.
chapter meeting and a pledge
meeting. She also met with the
Alumni Advisory Board and
ALPHA KAPPA PSI
had conferencea individually
Alpha Kappa Psi busine88
with all chapter members and
fraternity had a smoker at the
council officers.
house on Thursday. Little
New council members for
Sister pledges were also in1973 are Sallie Pence,
stalled at the meeting.
Madisonville,
president;
Next Thursday, Feb. 8, there
Carolynn Thompson, Paducah,
will
be another smoker and
vice-president; Janice Campspeaker. Last nights speaker
bell, Baldwin. Mo. secretary;
was Gary Wallace, and MSU
Bonney Willoughby, Paducah.
treasurer; Sara Maier, Tell graduate now employed by
Penny's in Paducah.
City, Ind., assistant treasurer;
Denise Riordan, Frankfort,
membership chairman and
Karen Treaa, Fulton, editor.
On Wedneeday, Jan. 24, the
DK's made hand puppets and
then took theiD to the
children's ward of the MurrayCallaway County Hospital
On Thursday, Jan. 25, the
Kappa pledge class gave a rush
party for the collegiates,
followed by Retaliation day on
Friday.
On Feb. 14 there will be a
carnation sale at various places
on campus. They will be
50 cents a piece. Watch for
them. This is sponsored by Tau
Phi Lambda social sorority.

There will be a bouse party
tonight The theme is cowboys
and Indians and everyone is to
come in coetume.
Tomorrow night there will be
a rush dance at the Woodmen
of the World building from 812.
The them.e will be a
"blanket party'' and dress is
casual.
There will be a pretuner
before the basketball game
Wednesday starting at 6 p.m.
After the game there will be a
house party.
The brothers of Sigma Phi
Epsilon will hold their smoker
Feb. 5 at 8:30 p.m. at the
Woodmen of the World
building. Dress will be coat and
tie and the affair is by invitation only.
The Kentucky Epsilon Chapter of Sigma Phi Epsilon would
like to announce the initiation
of their little brother chapter,
Tennessee Eta at Austin Peay
University.
Pledges for the Little Sisters
of the Golden Hearts have been
choeen. They are Pam Becker,
Ft. Myers, Fla.; Teri Johnsonius, McKenzie, Tenn.; Iris
Shreve, Mayfield; Vicky
Collins, Murray; Becky Hays,
Henderson; Trina Anneken,
Louisville; Barbara Boehmker,
Ft. Mitchell; Connie Dupont,
Owensboro; Kim Jessup,
Greenville; Pam Pruden,
Sorgho;
Kathy
King,
Louisville; Jan Jones, Beaver
Dam; Cathy Chapin. Tampa,
Fla.; Rebecca Voris, Louisville;
and Sharon Givens, Frankfort
Officers of the Little Sisters
of the Golden Hearts for 1973
have been elected. They are
Jan Harrison, Lincoln, Ill.,
president; Nancy Sallengs,
Louisville, vice-president; Janis
Campbell, St. Louis, Mo.,
secretary; and Debbie Carite,
Heilbronn, Ger., treasurer.
KAPPA ALPHA
The Southern Belles of
Kappa Alpha Order will hold a
chili supper on Sunday beginning at 5 p.m. All brothers are
asked to bring a rushee.

Bring This To Burger Queen
For

Shirley's
Phone 753-3251
500 N. 4th St.

DOUBLE CHEESEBURGERS
2 for the price of I
Toes. & Wed. Only
Feb. 6 & 7

- --- ----
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trange Fruit
By JOHN ERARDI

I may never wear them
again. They sit in the corner of
the room gathering dust. And
for all [ care, they can sit there
until they go back out of style.
}<'or my $25 Darman, madein-Brazil with man-made insoles, brown with 3 1/2 inch
white heels and platforms, size
12 shoes have been declared a
health hazard. And I've done
the declaring after one jammed
wrist, one totaled elbow, a
myriad of turned ankles and an
untold number of embarrassing
moments and injured prides.

Dynam ite on twir ls

You see, I bought the skape
over Thanksgiving vacation. I
wasn't sure if Murray was
ready for them, but 1 thought I
was. Anyway, I got lined up
with a blind date for a dance
and I ~figures these gaiters
could endure some heavy stomping. And the white heels
would be dynamite on twirls.
Well. they were and I was.

The Exterminators kept
moving when my legs refused
to. But when the dance had en·
ded, I had helped my date with
her coat, and it was time to
I never would have bought descend the stairs and head for
the clodhoppers except that my home, it was I who was the
brown baggies were dragging heel.
on the floor, collecting mud
from the ground and catching
on car door handles. Which
My dancing partner had just
was, by the way, the excuse I remarked how sober I looked
gave to my buddies some two and I should drive home infeet below me and my dwarfed stead of the other guy. The first
dates. I was already standing and second steps were no
pretty tall in the saddle, about problem. But, on the third,
6'3" sans pumps. Nobody could with my date slightly ahead of
figure out why 1 wanted to be me, my footwear betrayed ~e.
taller. The air is cleaner up On my then acce leratang
there and I could see all the descent I nearly knocked her
way to the bar in a crowded over and if not for the wall I'd
saloon, but what gorgeous 5 still be falling.
feet tall chick wants to speak t()
my navel?
So I escaped with the jam·
I was so tall that the med wrist .. . 1 thought hitting
shriner's club back home wan- the wall at 90 m.p.h. would be
ted me to march in the Ar· a mistake, hence the wrist.
mistice Day Parade without
stilts. So I always explained
that I had to keep my brown
lt's easy walking up stairs
baggies from dragging.
with heels on but going down
you might as well slide down
the railing. Or take it like a
The white heels aold me
man, but be prepared to
sacrifice your sober pride .
and mavbe a wrist.
Though t it waa bow tie

THE WESTSIDE PLAYERS, an acting
group from Louisville, will be appearing Feb.
3 at 8 p.m. in the University School

Auditorium. Here they are shown with their
director, Carroll Schempp.

For 'Taming of the Shrew'

University Theatre cast chosen
Ange Nanny, Rumsey, . and
Bobby Dodd, Murray, have
been chosen to play the leads in
"The Taming Of The Shrew."
Production dates for the play,
the first University Theatre
production of the semester will
be March 1, 2, and 3.
Otf\er mem&ers of the cast include: Roger Humphrey, Rum·
sey; Hollis Clark and Jerry Abbitt, Murray; Frank Queen.
Sally Hoback and Jim
Scamahorne. Louisville; Marcy
Maddox, Sturgis; Ben Granger,
Lietchfield; Doug Hinners,
Metropolis, Ill.; Mike Stallings,
OwenRboro; Rene Boyd, Hen·
derson:
Jeannie Hoffman and Randy
Hoffman, Bardwell; Ed Odom,
Galenda Gage, Grey H urt,
Cathy Crecelius and Kevin
Lally,
Paducah;
Billy
Chenault, Shelbyville; Brad

dyville.
Holbrook, Lexington; Charlie
Hall, Frankfort; Randy Powell,
Benton; K ay Tt.!relk~~d. Ver·
Members of the production
sallies; and Rick Willett, Ed· crews will be announced later.

BODY ENGLISH
SMOCKSITOY A!

1 waited until New Year's
Eve before 1 got brave enough
to try again. Needless to say,
another mistake.
When I saw these kick$ in a
college shop I knew I had to
have them. I mean, ran you dig
white heels? To me shoes are
skaps (Americanized version of
Italian word for shoes). But,
Darman (the manufacturer)
was advertising them as "The
Exterminators". I should have
realized then that maybe they
weren't for me. And believe me,
the only thing that got exterminated was yours truly.
Sure, I knocked off some
apiders and some unsuspecting
cricket$. But, in a bar room
brawl, if I picked up my foot to
kick someone, the weight of the
skaps in front of me would
destroy my already shakey
equilibrium and the only guy
going down was me ... with a
little help from my Darmana.
But that's not really em·
barrassing. It always gave me a
chance to get off my feet.

With the band playing
Tommy Dorsey's .. In t he
Mood'' in the background, I
was in the middle of a graceful
double twirl. Luckily, it was 3
a.m. and only the truly strange
people were still dancing.
Otherwise, I might have
cleared the dance floor. I knew
when I saw the brown bubble
toe in front of my face, it was
all over. And it was. This time
it was my elbow which absorbed all my flying 200 Jbs.

To save pride I told my part.ner she shouldn't have let go of
me . .. being in the midst of a
twirl and aU. At first I thought
I bad tripped over my bow tie.
lt was the heels again,
however.

So, women's lib, rejoice. You
are right. What you taught
yourselves at age 12 was no
mean "feat." And for you
What was embarrassing was dudes with dragging pants who
having the shoes make a fool are thinking of buying heels ••.
out of you when on a date . I settle for having your trousers
have trouble enough walking shortened. If you must wear
with mv "no-ordinary-Joe" heels, my advice is to stay away
Dingos. And that is where the from descending steps and slip·
jammed wrist and the totaled pery dance floors.
elbow come in.

AQUAAIVII llH TO 3'0
W[O RING 17,
IC:ANOIA t 400 AUO 150 TO 1175

Give your one·encknly • beauti·
ful, brilliant Keepsake Diamond
Ring. Choose from our fine sel~c·
tion of new styles, and rece1ve
your written guarantee of JM!r·
feet quality and permanent regtstration.

~p e a.ke'

lta:OI8TI•I"D

OIAMOHO IIIIHG.

FURCHES
JEWELRY

LITTLETON'S

.... u
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FM
91.3

0rp-' WKMS
TODAY
2 p.m. Festival USA
6 p.m. Titanic: Six Decades of
Controversy
7:30 p.m. Here, There, and
Everywhere
SATURDAY, FEB. 3
1 p.m. Metropolitan Opera
Broadcast: Macbeth (Verdi)
7 p.m. Murray Racer Basketball at Austin Peay
11 p.m. Soul in Motion

MONDA~,

FEB. 6

1:30 p.m. Panorama of Swedish
Music
5:30 p.m. International Call

9 p.m. Calloway County Laker

WEDNESDAY, FEB. 7
12:30 p.m. Sounds Like tht~
Navy
7:30 p.m. Rum Runners
(Comedy Series)
8:30 p.m. Music and the
Spoken Word

Hour
TUESDAY, FEB 8
3
p.m.
Veteran's
Administration

T HURSDAY, FEB.&
1:30 p.m. Travel the World in
Song
3 p.m. Lawrence Welk
9 p.m. Sigma Alpha Iota

SUNDAY, FEB. -4
8 p.m. Faculty Recital: Carl
12 noon The Age of Telemann Rogers live from Farrell
2:30 p.m. Conc:ert of the Week Recital Hall
4:10p.m. Energy Crisis: Should
PROGRAMMING DAII~V
Canada Accept a Continentia! 9 p.m. Murray High Que Pasa
4 p.m. All Things Considered
Ern_e_r~gy~P_o_li_cy~?_______________
H_o_u_r______________________7~p~.m~·~W~K~M~s,~~~~~~

~-~-ot~_oa_o._~_e«P_o._.l
u..

rn ... olfort to .............
M8U olllelenu
and tbelt orp.nluu.- u..
bon ol U.. Murray S1aoe I'Mwo anoouncw 1111
policies fo. u.. prlntlnc ol .__...._
Enp-nu and '"clchnp wtll be pul>h•hecl
under U.. ,....l.,.ly t.atured Metlol\ ur "JQJow
,__.. • ' - with b•rth onnou.,.,._.._ P•n
runp a,. DO lonpr to be prinl..t in the NF.WI!
We wont to ·~ that •1111•-nta. wed
d1np. and birth annoo....,mconto '""'' all
'"oclanta, in IWidit~on 1.<1 th- from membett of
a lraCAtrnity tll' aorority, •re wt:lcome

c........ ur.--

Ruth Jotkoon IKoppo lloltol, C...inJIM to
llar,.ll Rlomale. Owonabnrn.

Manila Broob M'ou Pht Lambda I, Eorlinl!l<>n.
to Rorr J - Rarliqlon.

I

V'ockl 1\tckor, FL Laudffdole. Flo . ta Jam•

Rowmary S<uct ISicnut Slcma S i&rnal Murra y,
<o O.>td Graham CAiplla Tou Omqol, Munoy.

Suun Comrron (Alpha O.lta Pd. Hoplun..llle
to Phil Chrt"n IA(plla Gamma Rhai Wotn

Voll~·.
trained~ seasoned journalist Goheen IPlu Chtl, Gilbe,....ille.
who knows the situation at
MSU and can relate and take
L. Campbel~ Fulton, ltl Jcoo Walkor,
Kothy Turkor fKoppo lloltal. Lo<uAvoll<', to
pity on other poor souls trap- Vidlie
KeviL
..Lorry l\lcllonold. Louuwill ..
ped in the vacationland of
America.
Get the BIC out and write
Dear Wally today for this may ~:::::::===~~~--~------------be the last day of this week but
Prog. ·Info 753-3314
lots of problems can happen , ........._..,.,_._.
over the weekend that Dear
E nds SAT.
Wally can help with.
6 00 &
If you wish private coun:
8:15 NITELY
selingatonly15buckaanhour
Plus
1·15
&
3'30Sat
Aft.
'S
.
.
cal 1 4491 and ask for Dear BILLY GRAHAM • • • • • • • • • - • • • Wally. AU of you in bad trouble
call; I need the cash.

...

I

"TIME TO RUN" 1[1

.Experience is the
KEY! Elect
Jan Hammond
SG Treasurer

Social Work
Club Active
If you are a social work
major or are simply interested
in what's going on in the world
around you, then maybe the
Murray State University Social
Work Club is for you.
The goals of the Social Work
Club are: 1) to provide social
work students a formal
organization in which to meet
is a group and to concern themselves with social problems and
issues, 2) to provide an opportunity for social work
students to express and collectively propose ideas regarding
creative learning project.s,
research, etc., 3) to provide
students as volunteers to com·
munity social agencies and
organizations that require
volunteer services, 4) to provide
an organizational structure in
which social work students may
collect, organize, and dispense
information about careers and
graduate education, and 5) to
provide an opportunity for
social activities for club members.
In trying to achieve these
goals, the Social Work Club has
an active recreational program
for children of lower income
families in the Murray area.
Some members of the club participate in a Big Sister·Little
Sister, Big Brother· Little
Brother program with children
of the community. Other mem·
bers tutor.
Club meetings feature a
variety of useful and interesting programs. In addition,
members may attend the Kentucky Welfare A!lsocialion Con·
vention.

Billt• Ann Bhouoe ITau Phi Lombdol,
Eh&ahothto•n, to K""QJ GreonwoiiiSi~ Plu
E.-llanl. Paducah.

I.H, ••rankforl ,

Rooe Ma"" MoriH, Benton. ta Gotdoo ~-

So if that guy you want
After
reading
EVERYTHING
YOU brings you a surprise Late at
ALWAYS WANTED TO night and you think it's a
KNOW ABOUT SEX .• . BUT diamond but it turns out to be
WERE AFRAID TO ASK, a pickled egg from South, write
THE SENSUOUS MAN, THE Dear Wally.
And if the girls you meet
SENUOUS WOMAN, and
being an avid follower of both don't notice you even though
Dear Abby and Ann Landers, I you jump up and down in front
felt a local advice column for of them doing a strip act
singing "I think I love you",
MSU students wa11 needed.
So, "Dear Wally" was born. you need "Dear Wally."
The growth of "Dear Wally"
And if the girls in the dorm
depends upon you, the reader. make fun of you because you
Just send a letter or p<)St card have satin sheets but don't
to Box 609 University Station date, you need help from Dear
and Dear Wally will help you Wally.
while you help him keep his
And if every panty raid you
go on you come back with jocky
column.
.
All questions will be con- shorts and an athletic supsidered, but only the juicy, porter or two, you need Dear
scandalous stuff will be prin- Wally.
ted! I want to hear from all the
All these students need Dear
lovele._<~.'l, heartbroken men and
Wally and there are lots more
women on this campus.
of you who need the advice of a

WEDDINGS

Martlynne Locke IKop~ [)pltol, Lou....,ille, to
John Ruwlond (Aiph• Tou Omepl, Moyf,.ld .

ENGAGEMENTS

Sborocl Wrich1, Paducah. 10 Don .Simmana.
La...t~~~:o Ml<h

DEAR WALLY

8htr'-1 F.v...U ITou Pltl Lambda~ HckJMn, to
Ray Nobloo, Ht(kmon

•Star ts WEDNESDAY•
Walter

Matthau
~ea'nl6e"
TE~PNWISOr

A

st<lfilg

ed nelson . rtnd.ll c.wr . b.rb.. sigel

dlso ~ iolll wMil · .-de.. n,.by · ~~XCIC!IK~ttn ~e billy,._

Now Showing At The

CAPRI THEATER
Nightly At 6 and 8:15 p.m.
Saturday Matinees at 1:15 and 3:30 p.m.

UNIV~RSAL PICTUR!

lf!iJ ~

•sTARTS WEDNESDAYe

.-...--

~-

=

Open 6:30 - Start 7:00

r------------------.J
Heart

Febnlary

F~~

Ends SUN.

-

-

pace 12
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!FLEA M A RR ETI
FLEA MARKF.T POLICY
Pubhc .wrviC"f announcem.nb o( in~r•l tn
the ,..mpu& and community wtll bt accopt.d fur
the l"lot Mtrkat wuhuut rhar~e. The NEWS
,....rv• the n«ht tu edh or ·~it any in
fnrmauan. but n·try tlfufl wtll bt made tn print
til lldto nf tnC.ret lo tho campua and cnm•

munnv.
A fur an ;...., ht• t-n aubmlu...t to>cepl for
pono<>naht. whith woll ""' onc.l. It will run ron
tmulltPiy untol nolko hta t-n J>nn tn carl<'el
II.

No odvorflomJ ,..n bt t""Ptocl for the t'l. .
M•rket fntm a r•pr...nt.atl"• of any bu11uaa.
lnf11rmalinn ah ..ultl bt oubmll~ on 1t... Mnn·
dt.v btforo lho Pr1d1y puhllcatiun dote. room
Ill Wi!.on Hall or roll 7117·~4tl or 767~468.

LOST & FOUND
LOST: Red billfold contain>DI im~nt cardo.
LMt in Wiloon by N,. Cain. Jr fowocl coatael
llw MURRAY STATE NEWS ,me. in Wi!.on
Hall or call 762~468,

PIANO LESSONS: Piano ,..lor on BN
po...-m 'Will Jiv• pn•alll . . . _ lo 1Wdonla ,.,.
tareetad an taltlnc piano. Hu mt>N than 16
:.'llrl npttif.,.,.. For infnrmat~>n call 7U·Ol84,
aft..r ~ p.m.
WILSON T·2000 tennit ratbt for oat., 121 .
Gill. nevet UMd. Call M!lta at 717-4961 .

FOR SALE : 10-opaocl bolte. Weot GuiDIIn malta.
E&callent condlt.ion. Call 763. 1&18.
FOR SALE: Portable L.awnmre Fioh t.o.K .T or.
Seldom uaocl. Coli 787·2122.

FOR SALE : s.t of Wolaon Golf dull. ir0111, lilte
...... Bo1 ia ilxkldod U6. Sat O.vld Cay .,.
call 767 ·4003 aher 0 p.111.

<OIIditlolli~ ChMpl 763-IIMO.

FOR SALE • 1971 Honda CB 4110 In rood condillon Ctll atler 8 p.m. 763.7783.

FOR SALE: 3 ,...,.. unifo.._ tbo 12 Exntlltnt condttion S.llinr clwep. Call 763-0696.

FOR SALE: 22 callbi!t Marlin riA• with arope.
,..., ~~ - At.o. an air conditioner. 1000 BTU,
l60, and 111 HO t.r&in •t. ' "· Call 4~118S7.
POR SAL&: 24 lA. (lrll bkycla ••
datlon, 112 3 13 Brooth Avt.

.-1

coo-

FOR SALE: 11167 PontJtc. .,_.r otaerinc. air

FOR SALE: U.S. cott• ofa11luw Iron> pjlnniea
to .,..,.. doll a,._ I o!.o buy and t.rade. Call Bill
at 7e 7. 401lt.
FOR SALE: 1962 Wluto Ford Falcon, for pa>U
at Tuaco

w reo~on~Uoa sao. Ma7 be atatlcm at 121b and Wain.

"II• •'011'1 Wlth rinr

FOR RP.NT: R._ far rwnt. malo to tohare an
apartment woth privaiA! bedrOom Call 763-091111.

FOR SALE: uno Chevellt Super Sport. Red
wtth blocla raconr al.ropN. Call763-4164 , Aller 6

POR SA.L&: For porta or Ntloretion. 19110
Palron Cell 763.2767 after 5 ar at 46A
Shady Oalu Trailer Court.

FOR SALE : Wea,.. K -12

mounl.o. Call 767.2627 .

LOST: One woman't brOWII, iaface ... thor,
rtahl·banct.d alove with Whlta linin.. In or
orou.nd Pocuhy Hall. Call 767-6351.

FOR SALI: Ueocl typewnl«f, .-1 conclillot>.
Royal. ohlll. If interulod. piton• 787.2913,

p.m.

Photo by Wileon Woolley
PRESTON "TY" HOLLAND, who recently ·retired after 43
years as head football coach of Murray High Scllool, was
named as one of four men to receive honorary doctoral degrees
this spring at MSU. The others were E. B. Howton, retiring
chairman of the agriculture department; Frank A. Stubblefield,
Fi111t District U.S. Congressman; and Earle C. Clements, U.S.
Senator.

FOUND: A pjlir ol boota and oocb C.U 7~3·
3631.
I.OST; T»rqool. and all..r riDI "' Jirl'a
locbr 01 llw health buol~ Call Ba,..
Mia J..- at 763-2S4)jl

FOUND: Untvarttty of Colorado <1111 rin1o
tit• of 1967: B!!.. lnittalt J W L. Call Robtrl
Paeot a\ 7B7 -11~81 .

RIDES & RIDERS
RIDB WANTED

o.,.nta! Neocl ...... to
Call Gail at 18'1-4217.

Cluc:aao l"f .....ftel

'Ancient, Mysterious
Unexplainable' initiates
UCM luncheon series
The sight of a bright light
nearly 370 years ago caused
scientists and astronomers to
speculate a previously "ancient,
mysterious,
and
unexplainable' ' but real event--the
Star of Bethlehem.
Dr. James Kline, chairman of
the department of physics and
astronomy at MSU, explicated
this study at Wednesday' a luncheon at the United Campus
Ministry.
Dr. Kline presented a
plausible explanation of the
Star based on reliable archeological, astronomical, and
historical records.
First, the calendar must be
corrected to show that 1 A.D. is
really 4 B.C. Other evidence
concerning the time of Christ's
birth may be found in Mat..
thew. This scripture says that
Christ was born "in the days of
Herod the king," who, according to the historian
Josephus, died around the fi111t
of April, 4 B.C.
Also, history bas recorded
that an order for taxation was
given in 8 B.C., accounting for
Joseph and Mary's trip to
Bethlehem a nd placing the
date of the Star's occurence
near 6 B.C.
Dr. Kline pointed to thnte
theories accounting for the
Star, the shooting star, the
comet, and the nova. An or·
dinary shooting star is quite
small and appea.ra only for a
matter of seconds. Haley's
comet, which appears every 76
years, appeared in 11 B.C., too
early to be the Star.
The speaker noted that "the
Star is not mentioned
anywhere in the Bible except in
Matthew and there only four
times." Only the Wise Men saw
it, although Herod "inquired
diligently what time the star
appeared," The shepherds,
who saw the angel of the Lord,
did not see a star.
The Wise Men, also called
the Magi, were priests of
Zoroaster and advocates of
astrology. ''They believed that
heavenly bodies influenced the

lives of human beings and they
worked out complex schemes by
which this influence could be
learned 'before band.'" These
men were familiar with the
prophecies of a coming Messiah
and that he would be announced by signs in the
heavens.
Considering all this, one may
look to see what events of
astrological significance oc·
curred around Christ's birth.
The Kepler Nova, which occurs
every 805 years, is a result of
the conjunction of Jupiter,
Saturn, and Mars. It is about
100,000 times brighter than the
sun and may last for a long
period of time. This planetary
grouping seen in 1694 must
have occurred also in 6 B.C.
In addition, Dr. Kline pointed out that this grouping occurred under the sign of Pisces.
This sign was also called the
House of Hebrews because
events taking place then were
of particular importance to
Jews. Also, Saturn was
believed to be ruler over the
destinies of the Jews, therefore
giving the Magi two good
reasons to accept this event as
a sign and to start them on
their journey to Jerusalem. According to the speaker, this
grouping of planets may be the
source of the Star of
Bethlehem.

WiU help with -~RIDS WANTED: AnyoM aoinc Ia the Konau
Clty ana any -llend plea.. call Karen at 767.
2362. Will tohare u,.._
RIDE WANTED: To Loultvlli• any weelt. Will
belp pjly u~ 717-3863 ,
RIO£ WANTED: To MonMid any woekaBd.
Can J.vo Yridt,. af'tar 2:30 p.oa. Ca!J167.J8M.

FOR SALB: Set of 8 O.nillh dolna cMmi&aea
eupe and N~MmL Poloroid I and ca-a c:ua.
IIJO lbalf .,.;..1. an on pjlintin( of G-.e
WuhlnaloA. $6 Call 787-664&.
FOR SALE: Ktppa·S.tt~~ 500, hnllow-body
oltdric aualar, wlll1 caM and tuDaU Fend•r
amp., 1200 or boot olfer. Conlllcl 01U')' at
Murray Slata Newa omc..
FOR SALE: Hide-A· Bod with tn,..,.oprinr mat·
"'-" and tt1Uffocl chair Coli 763.f>78$
FOR .SALE: Two child,... b~laa. Call 7630184 aft.H e p.m.
FOR SALB: 19$1 Ford, $280. Run.t well. Call
Barry II 787·76&4 or 787-MS2,
•
FOR SALE: ~ choL>. eematary Iota I t Memorilll
Oar<Mna Bil ..vinp. Phone 762-2607 or 763·

WANTED:, OM or two fonutlo I"OOIDm&lal for
MCOnd ni,_
Coli 703·83118 for PION In•
formation.

-Ita.

GIRLS WANT£0• To lien up for • no-boon
donnitor)'. For c!Malle call 767.3811 .
WANTED TO BUY: A baiJo... Mt for baby or
any baby fDrnituN. Pt.t.r utocl.oo . . ~aa atl'otd
il. Stop by Old Mahan Apjtr1mtn11,..1111mhlr 5.
N<>flh 4th StrNUatandocl or leave • note ot boo:
244, Univenuty IStatJon ,
ONE NALE PUPPY wontad. obout 6 WHb
old Any ltincl wall do, even a mult Call 7117.

6385.
NEEt>ED for IIIUtor' o tb.lo: ..._ of TRUE
STORY , TRUE CONFEliSIONS , and
MODERN ROWANCES. llCay to Nonmt.r,
lt'71. Call Tollllllie at 763-1816.
JOB AS BABSI'M'F.R WANTED: Would hlte
1o babyalt ooy lime durlnf the ,.,., II ,...b nf
tbla - t a r. Coli Mkbalt MoronviiiAo at 703·

11'165
WANT TO BUY : A portable hlt<"k and whtta
TV oil 753~8& ony ..-•nina till midni&bt.

FOR

S~LE

FOR SALE: Hoi>.Cia 100 n: motureyde, •ncine
newly OWJ"htutad, ...,. battary. 160 m.i lal pw
t•llon. Good, clwep tronaportat.lon, Call Rabon
at 753-3631 .
YAMAHA UD eo. Mull 1111. In v•ry aood condition. $3~ or belt offer. C'.all 762~483 " " - "
10,30 a.m. and 2 :30 p m and Mil for TOBI.

~'OR SALE: Man' a MSU d•• "Ill• IOK ,.now
«•ld w/ll'>ld-rlllocl back. Blua atoM, 8S, IW73,

•b• 11 11'. W"'" on I)' • ,_ ti ..... Tranoferri>tl..
Rave bitt nvtr COOl~ of,... rin(l. Call 767·41i01 .

•wmc.

BABY play pen.
jumpo1'·walbt, ba81ow1
and hlJh dlair for Nie. For furothet lnfDnDttlon.
call 753-1280

1870 MOBILE HOWE. It' by U ', two
btdroam. c:arpet lhrovpou~ •eollonl ......
d1tiofl Call aftet S p.m. for oppohotmenl

111'13 240Z O.taun. radial b .... 4 . _ .. rod
with whiiA! lniA!r ior. low mllti>P. •3900 Call
901 ·G87-41QIR or 587-4826.

11264.
POR SALE: IMO c-t. 2-<1-, lk)'liJ>cler.
11aoclard. w~th I1Uiio and hiet. Vtry pad cooditloo. 78'1 ... 788. or 803
Coun.

r.ou.,..

WANTED

FOR RENT: A latp fav~btdroo.,. ""'-· for.
niabocl, <ompltlel)' ~tad. ,..._lion rooca
with bar 10 moaulaa from Murray. 011 tho lalt.
watnt'ront. Call 43$.2136.

FOR SALE: RCA Bltdt and whllll coo>tOie TV.
763-6330.
FOR RENT: 0»• bedroom t)lartmenl, nicely
furniahocl, private onlrln<e and perkl»a. air
t'Ondttootted. eMctrlc baat. watar furnllhecl. Can
ba I t HOb Poplar,
PREB room ud board durtna wmmer o<bool
In .-rn for babyaitt>nceav"-. Caii 76:J..8002
FOR SALE: 1.iciot1 troiu and A P. lrain- «
~ 1 • lao buy and trade. Call Ball at 78'14069
I'OR SALE: A omall portable holrdryer with
cap. ""''C) , . . . . old. au. Conlllct Judy by
le. .1n1 a nott ln box 244 Untv. Sta or rail 763·
4W on_r tviUiiJII.
POR SALE : 1981 Ft>rd Fairlona. Good abapa.
RIIM . .11 and hu OliaUr 767.8654 .

FOR SALE : Winter coat. bouJ)II ...,. for 1105
Ratti)' worn. rr•Y w~th fur collar 120 Call 7~.
~.

FOR RENT: 2 bad100111 lrttlar Availalllo ot
firot ol F•bruary. !lbady O.loa, troll•r Do. 07.
763-11748
FOR SALE: •67 VW, a ir-rondotlnned, I<>Od
ohtpe. , 600 or ""-' olfor. PleiM coli 762·248fl
or 763-A924 Aalt fo. Paul
FOR SALE: 10...,...., Sdlwtnn Varalty Bicyfla.
t.h. . .,... .)'War old. $60, Call 763.7141.

t-

fOR SAL£> 2 s.ilu111 Sta....,.., I' A caw-..
on. 16'' horn, two 15"" J .B LtM>III •-lton.
hiJh ofl't(i<ml CTOOIOVOf and hnrn ditphriJIIIII,
One )'*Or old. fi;QO. 7M·082i
FOR SAt.E .160·0 prnf-ional I~ It~ dod..
E1.-ellont condition !'Ieee! to •II Phon• 763·
29.12 or 76:J.t441.

•~- Bony FOR SALE. Thnoo A K.C. ,...;...roct GmDin
ShtPphard f.,oloa. 4 ap montht old. Will malt•
1ood -tcb dop Will oell - IOIItbly. Coll436-

w..

FOR SALE:
tam Auto m•n'• btlto, 6 mon·
tho old Like ..,. '35. Call 763-7884.
I'OR SALE: Crail " Pto-r" modol home 8luclt. tape playu. 2 •Pf'llk•,._ Ovor 30 current
tapea. I year old SIOO Call 763-6002.

J!II24 ,

N•• Concord.

PERSONALS

FOR SAt.E: Waaver K ·I Z rino IICOPll· Call 762- TO FLUFFY l ohu Sill,r Rabbit. Joe Coo~ Billy
4243.
Jadt. s -ky Devol: I Will IUppor\ your .trort
1o- a O.t.un l o ovory prac- and a Martlo In
FOR SALE : Pottable otaroo clwep.. N...t. car·
trade-. but otbt........ it iD n... tbape. Call 763 rnl)' room.
:15311
TO HARVEY . I love you, "Andy.'"
I'OR SAJ.&; Manual lyp<Pwrltar, blotlt and
whita TV. Coli 1113- 1411'7 an.r 5 p.m
PF . Happy Annovo~ry, B .

FOR SAL£: Bl'llJid - · llltlo IIOocl ICkpMII
bieycle. Altlo c-al IIKVic S.tndt player aocl • .,......_.., rille- Fcw ;.,.
fOf"IDition call 7~3-7844 aocl Ilk (Of Don.

Grecian Steakhouse

FOR SALE: Slllno qu op-nt. I Volt» of Wuaoe
200 walt <Miua., ..-lver, 1200; I R. . UIItlc
Slllno amp .• 143; I Rllaliotlc Qwadratonlc adapo
lllr, 130; I Ill 111nall two-way .,...ura, 120; I
Sony Play.ra<onl S.tradt lllpjl clack. 19$ All
aquipmonl lilte ,..., Call 763-1112 aftoor 6 p.m.

Highway 641
753-4419

Ill,..

FOR SALE: CuNU•, twa• ...... a nd old
Sillpr ~~Wine IIUICbiM. Ca ll 7U-3931
FOR SALE : C..h ""'""' llic,de Ra .. 3..,.oct
donlleur deltrn. Good condition. Phone: 763·

2031

Includes:

Support

$1.69
$1.89
$1.69

R ibeye
Sirloin Steak
Shrimp (15)
Sala d, P otato, Toast

and

The

~Darryl Johnson

Fish

for Student Gov. Treasurer
When tht 1IUdtM boJnb,
1U.vt eliingui5ltea ~l me"
U>ill the ~ ltW ~n'iW
Stirl ~ wbole lhirr:J Agaitt?

Strawberry Shortcake with Whipped Cream
Mon. Tue. Wed. Thurs. - All Day
Fri. Sat - 10:30 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.

Sandwich Specials
Sirloin Burger
Pork Tenderloin
Chuck Wagon
Fish
Includes: Salad, Potato, Toast
and
Chocolate or Vanilla Pudding

99c
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Murray has 'connectors' in high schools;
MSU representatives scout new people
A connector between public
and this institution, is
the definition given to the
B<:hool relations department by
the director, Mr. Charles L.
Eldridge.
Representatives from school
relations visit some 262 high
schools. Moet of these schools
are visited two or more times
each year.
Recruiters are not sent to
Kentucky schools exclusively.
The Murray representatives
travel as far east as the Kentucky border, as far west as
Poplar Bluff and St. Louis, Mo.
Towns as far north as Lincoln,
~~<:hools

Photo by Wlleon Woolley
C. G. MOREHEAD puts the finishing touches on his painting
of Oakhurst as Murray State president Harry M. Sparks looks
on.

Ill. and as far south as Memphis are also visited.
Murray a lumni do some
recruiting in areas where
representatives cannot visit
such as F lorida and New York.
Murr ay representative not
only talk to students, they con·
fer with counselors in the
various high schools about
a bilities of students a nd
poesible scholarship proepects.
The school relations department handles moet of the letters eent to prospective
students of Murray, along with
information pamphlets about
MSU.
Although reeruiting starts

approximately three weeks after the high schools are in
session, the rush season for the
department starts around October I and runs until Christmas.
The department hosts
visiting students provid ing
cafeteria tickets, game tickets
and overnight accomodations
in dormitories.
The men working in this
department are not on ly
"dynamic and enthusiastic" as
Mr. Eldridge stated, but they
know about MSU as a whole. It
is a must for these men to know
all they can about everything
happening at Murray State.

Meaningful symbol is sound investment

'Oakhurst' sales aiding scholarship fund
The Alumni Association's
search for a meaningful symbol
to use for MSU's 50th anniversary ended with Clarence
G. Morehead's painting of
Oakhurst. In recalling the
decision made over two years
ago to sponsor the sale of
Oakhurst prints, Mancil Vinson, director of alumni affairs,
expressed satisfaction that
several objectives had been served ~th excellent results by
the project.
Over $13,000 has been added
to the scholarship program at
this point. With less than half
the original allocation of 5,000
prints remaining for MSU
graduates and supporters of the

institution, the coets of the
project have been met, and the
total proceeds of future sales
will go into scholarships.
• "Besides helping students,
the prints will increase in value
and be a good investment for
purchasers." Vinson said. lnbis
brief ten years career as an "ar·
tis£ of property,'' Morehead has
gained national recognition.
Prints of his work are handled
by national retail outlets and
exhibited throughout the
nation and in Europe.
At
present,
nine
of
Morehead's 15 works on the
market are collector's items.
After sale of the 5,000
Oakhurst prints, they too will

become collectors' items · never
again will the painting be
reproduced.
Beyond the practical, immediate benefits, Vinson
described the more intrinsic
values that h&~e been derived.
"The prints have been worth a
great deal in publicity and
good·will for this institution · a
great deal. The painting has
stimulated an interest in the
school's history. People are interested in its subject." As he
paused to reflect on his own
words, he added, "You seldom
find individuals interested in
the future of something without
having an interest in its past."
In 'searching for a meaningful

symbol for the golden anniversary, Vinson and others
found their attention drawn
quite naturally to Oakhurst.
"We call it the dream house. It
was there that the dream of
this institution was first
realized. It was there the con·
ferencee were held initiating
the plans. If it hadn't been for
what took place in that house,
there would never have been a
Murray State. The origins of
this University truly lay in
Oakhurst.''
Morehead, a former Owensboro realtor, chooseR to paint
buildings
of
historic
significance. Though deviating
to paint the President's office t

at the White House and the
Audubon House in Florida,
Morehead's interest has
remained in Kentucky history.
Before responding favorably
to the commission to paint
Oakhurst, Morehead asked for
all available information on
tbe home to study. " Mr.
Morehead spends time 'getting
the feeling of a building', both
from historic happenings there
and from the feelings of people
toward the building before he
begins his work," Vinson said,
"He has said be would never
attempt to paint a structure
without fully understanding
it"

WHAT:
WHO:
~t;a.a.ul~:t-,,.,.. ubs-Special Events
Individuals

UNIVE

We'll specially imprin t your
group's name-crest-number,
etc. on a wide selection of
color and style of garments,
instantly, while you wait.

HOW:
The University Bookstore
bas purchased special equipment and materials, with the
cooperation of the L. G.
Balfour Co., to bring this
specialized service to Murray
Students.

KSTORE

-
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One of every six achieves 3.3

Dean's List totals 1,264
One of every six Murray
State students made last
semester's Dean's List, according to figure!! released by
Wilson Gantt, registrar.
Of the 7,257 students
enrolled, 1,264 achieved the 3.3
grade point average necessary
to make the Dean's List.

A perfect 4.0 scholastic stan·
ding was ea r ned by 203
students. This figure shows
that 16 per cent of the studenta
on the list had a perfect
semester academically.
Of the 1,264 on the honor
List, 711 made a 3.5 or better.
Those making between 3.5 and

AlllliTT. Jt:RRY W.
Al,t:XANUEII. UAVIO E

AHM!frllONn , KATHY J .
IIAIU:Y, MAHY K
llAI llll, JOHN M
IIAKY.K, t'KUUA
IIAKt:K , Mo\RIAN H
RARNf".S CYNTHIA C.
IIAHIIETT CAROl. A
RARRhTT, HARVt:Y T
liArt1.P., ANNE &
BEASLF.Y, KAY 0
BP.Al"I'Y, STK\' EJ'i A
IH:J'I';KAMI'ES, KAREN
Dt!ITI.KR, AI.AN J
Rl.'l.<YI'P., JOIIS M
BLAC'K, EUGENIA K.
OOHCHY.RS, ROSAIJl L
UOSTOS. MATT R.
llOYD, MICHAlll. ll
llRI"JTAIN, RARRARA
IIR0\1\N, IANt!T W
FIROWN, f'ATIU CIA M

I'ISK. LANNY DALE
FLATT. SARAH M
FORD, STEI'Ht:N A
FORGEY, CAROI.YN J ,
t'OX , MARY J .
l'RAZEt:. DENNIS 0
f'ULKS. \'lR<;INIA t'.
FURGE~~ON, GEORGIA

IIIC:ItAR!XS, SHEILA K.
I!ILt:Y , LINllA D.
IIOIU1H"~"S. MARK L.
ROHERTSON. CAROl. I.
I<OHt:HTSON. UOROTHY
no>:t:. IIE'I"TY c.
ROSE, MICHAEL O.

GALLAGHER. BRENDA
GAMRLF.,.IA~ K
GAMBLIN. 8REND.o\ F.

SAMI'Lt:S, MARCIA L
SANDERS, OALE

GARNE'T'l', VJRGI!'iiA
GARRbO~. ELIZARETII
GIB.'<OS. KAREN A
GOROOS, Gt:RAI.D 0
GRANT, NE.o\1, W
GRAVEN, TIMOTHY M
GREENt'IELD. OEBOHA
GUHY. tiERSCIIEL U.
HAAKE,

l.'ltARl.~~-;

W

lltiCHANAN, l.li'o1>A M

HA t'Eit, JlE BORAH
HALF. S!!,AN ~;.,

11\JCIIANAN, MARY J
III'HKt~tlN, Jt:IUIY
HUII!'It."TT, <a.OHIA J
llltri'HER. JAMt:S S.

HALL. BII.J.Y G.
HAM81.b"TON. :o;Ut: \',
HARI.OW, PATRICIA 1'.
HARRISON, PATHIC:JA
HAWKINS. JANUA

CARI'BNTt:R, OIANNE
CAHIUCO. 11Eil0HAH J,
I'AIUUCO. JOAN M
c:;.un:n. MAWltiAJ.L n.
CAICTt:tt, l'llll,lP T
CAIIUII.I., I'AMt:J.A S.
<11ANur.gu , ,Jt:nt:ltY
f'illliSTit:, HIC'HAit{)
C:t.AHK, I'ATitiC:IA U
c'I.EAVt:n , liONAUl 1..
CJ.t:AVt;R , MYRA I.
f'OU:MAN. IU:BRA J .
f'OLLER. JAMt:S t'
CORUlY, KAilON <:
CO'M'IUNGER. REGINA
CHAIJTHEP~ m:ENA M

HOLMA.N,

.JAN~!

M

HOUSF., I.ARRY J
HOWELL. MARIA ~
HUGHES, DEOOI!AH t.
HUGHES, GI.~:NN 0
HUTCHINSON, LAURY
IRVAN, W!I.LIAM G.
JAME.Q, llORCMo A.
JAQUITH, BARBARA B
JE!-'KISS, JOliN M
JOHNSOS, DANA C:.
JOHN<;O!", GA Yt.t: A
JOHNSON, MARK IJONES. CAROLYN K
JONES, MICHAEL E.
JONES. :>UU.NNE A.
KAMER. JANET R
KENNEDY, MJCIIAEL R
KEJI,'!'<EDY. MICHAEl. R.KERRICK, WILLIAM f!
KNIGHT, LlNDA J .
KOHLER . MARY II.
KOOSCE. BARBARA A
KURSA\'E, NANCY C
LARKINS, THOMAS H
I.EWIS, CYNTHIA G.

CZAJKO\\SKI . l.J:O.llA

LIGHT, CRAIG A.
LICON NANCY R.
t.OCKF.. CHAHI.f.S P.
I.()('KHART', KATHY /1 .

Hunter appointed
to education panel
Dr. Donald Hunter, dean of
education~ has been appointed
to a position on Kentucky'R
Commission
of Teacher
Education and Certification.
The commission, composed
of 27 members, recommends
requirements for the certification of teachers and administrators to the Kentucky
State Board of Education.
Another function of the commission is to set 1o1tandards that
present and future teachers
must maintain.
Other members of the commission are school administrators. members of the
state
Parent
Teacher
Association and representatives
of higher education. Major
issueR this month are the
question of the ('crtification of
high school football and
basketball conches and a
proposa I
for
revJstng
requirements for elementary
school teachers.
Or. Hunter spoke of the commission saying, "Our purpose is
that of setting and maintaining
Rt.andards for future tfoachers.
"Any pro~;rams found unsatisfactory in Kentucky
universities or colleges will lose
their accreditation."
Presently the commission has
not disciplined any school. If a
school's program in education
loses its al·crcditation the
sl·huol's graduates from then
on would not be eligible io
teach in Kentudcy.

~~

HA YNE!I, MICHAEl, ll
ftJ;Nm:RSON. J.JNilA 1c<
HILl .. JASET C.

!>AVIS. I.AVI\RNS
OENISON, MARVIN 0
I>IASIS, SHARON L.
Dll..LINGtiAN. NANCY
DJN\JZZO. !'RANK J
OIXOS. NASC''
llOIIGLA.S, ROGt:R C.
ORAKI'~ UIANE M
llliNN. I'ATHI<'K J .
EAll~. (:t:ltAI.IJ L
1-!!>DS, BARRAHA .1
EI>WAIIO:;, CYNTHIA t.
t:RARJ>I , JOHN G
f;\'AS;o;, Sl'l.ANNt:

3.99 numbered 508. No figures
were avail a ble from the
registrar's office to use in comparing last semester's Dean's
List with those from previous
years.
T he following students attained a 4.0 average for the fall
semester:

LOFTUS. JOHN t:
LOVAN, NOHMAN A.
I.OYU. JANIR .J

I.UUWIG, >;USAN M
MARSHALl . HHEI.I.IW
MAil11N. l.JNA
MCCAMISH, F.VEI.YN M
MCCI.f!I.I.AN, JAMES V. ,
MCCIII'>''I'ON, MAl!\" It
!IICGU'I'Eit. HOPF:RTA ll
!IIF.Rt::DITll, LINU£1 , 0
MORllAS, TIMOTHY W
MOSI.~m;,

LAIU!Y T
MOS.'<, OEHSJt: S
M~'ATT, SHARON U
NF.I.$0N, TllOY J
:-.1CIIOJ...'iON, <'ATIIY A
NOLE::;. RITA A
NOHWOOJ>. LONORA G
NUCKOI,Lo;. KATHY S.

ODF.I,I- MARILYN \'.
OGI. ESRY, $ARAIJ M.
OI.IVF.R. R.o\NilALL L.
PARISH. ORAl. R.
PARRISH, ANNF.I.U: R
PE'TER:'ON. SOO'M' C.
PETTY, SIIAHON II
Ptlll J.JPS. DAI.t: A
PIECH , \ IRC;JNJA 1.
I'RJNC. t:•. IIMMlt; I.
QUALIA'i, LINilA P..
QUI\"TON, llf:HORMI A,

**
*
...t.

SANTAUARRARA, Ot!l.l
SCHKETZ. PF.GilY 0
SCHMIIJr. PHYLLIS G
SCIIUUECK. MARY A
SHUMAK~;H, THUR:O.lAN
SI~MONS, MAHGAit£1'
tiiMMONS, PATRIC'IA
SIMMS. HELEN L
SIRES,.;, F.J.f7.ARE'TH
SISK, ;IHARON M
SI.ACK. JAME:> C
SMITH, CYNI'UIA K
SMITH. llf:RORAH F.
f'MITII, MIKEL ll
t<Mrl'll .. ~n:v&~ ~ .
SMJ'Ili. SUSAN I.

SPARKS. SHARON E
S't'A YTON, Vlf'KI 0
S'l'l!'f;, EI.IZAilE1'H t:.
SWt:t:NP.Y, ·IAM&'l P.
TAYI.ol-t 1-f:M'IE E
'rHOMI'$0N. AMY K .
THOMI'fiON, PIIYl.l,lS
TIICK. EI.IZARE1'H
n:CK'f:lt, t:STHI;:J!
TUCKt:R, THt:UE!:!A V.

**

*

of the parents of MSU students.
The second section of the
plan stated that any changes in
a d orm would have to be
passed by a three-fourths vote
of the residents. Any student
u nsatisfied with the hours
chosen could move to another
dorm. It was recommended
that at least one dorm retain
the open-house only policy for
those students satisfied with
the present situation.
The final section stated that
if a visitation change is approved by the Board, voting
procedures that have been succes.'!ful at other schools will be
used to determine each dorm's
policy. The closing statement
said, "Women's Student Government is recommending
visitation in the dorms of
Murray State with the decisi<m
of the length and days left up to
the descretion ot' the dorms."
The Board decided to take
no action on thE.' recommendation until further investigation can be made.

Many new Spring styles
with new heels.

VANAI!K , I'HARJ.KS, S.
V1:;1\NON. Jl BX L.
\'JTEitlSI. JliLIA A.
VONI)(li!J.EN. THOMAS
WAI.I.JS, ALl.EN .1
WATKISS. MERI.& J
Wf!ATHI::Rt'ORII. I.ARRY
W~:t.L<;, MARIL'YN G.
WEST. SUSAN lllANNE
W~I'ERMAN, SANDRA
WHITTAKER, RAMONA
WILKINS. MAUS.'>.o\ R
WIU.IAMS. LINDA S
WILSON, Al.Atf K
W1L'IDN, MKLASIE J
WIMAN, J)ARLF.NE ~.
wr:-rnrn. MARY e.

WlrrlKE. UR."lULA E.

"'-.:,_«>

3-day workshop
on insemination
set next week
A threE'-day dairy and bet>f
cattle artificial insemination
workshop will be held on campus next Tuesday, Wednesday,
and Thursday.
To be conducted by the Curtis Breeding Service, Belle"ue,
Tenn., the workshop willqualify
participants for employment as
dairy and beef cattle insemination technicians, according to Bill Cherry, the
campus coordinator for the
program.
Classroom session::; will be
held each morning. with applications of the classroom
sessions carried out in prac:tical
demonstrations at the University's agriculture laboratory
farm in the afternoon.
afternoons.

it 2 or more soups to

Jt

Based on a visitation survey
taken last semester at MSU
and on information received
from t hree other u niversities,
the Women's student Govern·
ment Association presented a
proposal concerning the dormitory visitation policy at Wednesd ay's Board of Regents
meeting.
The first section of the
proposal called for a parent
survey to evaluate their
feelings toward changes in
dorm rules. The proposal
states, "The survey could include questions concerning attitudes on visitation, open
hours, dorms, and
the
inequities in the present system
as regards to the privileges enjoyed by the male as oppot<ed to
the female population on this
campus." The statement added
that since decisions on policy
are based on expected parental
approval or di11approval, it
would be nece~sary to have
exact statistics on tho attitudes

*******************
Try Our
:
:
Soup 'n Sandwiches
*
~

WSGA present. proposal
to Board of Regent. ~Meting
concerning donnitory changes

choose fr om
4 meal
in
one
Sandwiches
9 R egular Sandwiches

Triangle Inn

**
~

lf-

*
-*
**

******************~
(The Soup 'N Sandwich
PLU1'0CRATS of Murray)

Put I}UIIr fout dou•n f or

STYLE
THE ODD
COUPLES
Dtg lhesl~ doohtc)'
Our own Odd Couples.
Deftnttely cltffl•rcnl.
Put IOge llw r wllh IWO·
111nes ... rri· IOnc' •..
hefty lll'els, . potato
toes ••. double sole~ , .

and all thow good
thmgs. Do your
th tng: Pul your

fool down for
style. With the
Odd Couples

Putymtr
.Jim/ d(JUIII./i"

RAND

.[@iiiji]
Family Shoe Store
610 Main Street

Murray, Ky.

Support the Racers
at Austin Peay

4 Vi..

BABY FOOD ... ._ f¢
IWelblD'Idal

Ru.bo•

MORTON SALT
10¢
/f!t,.er
t eau
P¢>RK & BEANS
89¢
=-...r

CHUNK TUNA .,.. 42¢
Campbell

TOMATO SOUP - 12¢
Twill Pet

CUBE STEAK

$1.69 DOG FOOD ·-

lb.

8¢

4t ..__.

PINEAPPLE
JUICE
Spodlpt

~Pak

RIB STEAK

Kroaer

COffEE ....

$1.38

lb.

41¢

79¢

~

APPLESAUCE ...

FRESH PICNICS .... 59-(
Seml·BoDel..•

IVORY SOAP
AYOiilale

4 baa

33¢

8Jlee4 or C.Jouli..

INEAPPLE

lb. oau

4/$1.00
Saowld..

CAULIFLOWER ... 6:9¢
. . . Del.

APPLES

J'a..UJ Pak

FRYER BREASTS

lb.

69¢

BROCCOLI .-.

Morrell

SLICED BACON

~

79¢

CEl!RY HEARTS

Kropr All·ll•t

WIENERS

.......

II ...

6/59

69¢

SHORTENING •• ... 65¢

ICE MILK ......

43¢

a...,v.n.

OlEO

... ... .....

$1.00

•---

47¢

Knpl"

BISCUITS
A-cted...

TOMATOES '-..

......

TOWELS

89¢

4/$~1.0fiiO.:fi=====
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Seven unbeaten teams

Intramural race continues

Sigma Chi still commands
the lead in the Greek division
with a perfect slate of five wins
and no losses. So far, the combination of 6'6" center Jim
Griffy coupled with run-andgun guard and foreward standouts Don Cooper, Phil Forbes
and Tom Haight has proved to
be too much for the Greek competition to handle.
The Sigs are followed closely
by Tau Kappa Epsilon and
Lambda Chi Alpha with

records of four wins and only
one 1088. The TKE's added to
their record this week by stopping Sigma Nu in a close one,
33-31 in overtime. Eisenmann
led the victors with 14 markers
while Fults bagged 18 in a
losing effort.
Lambda Chi added to their
winning ways by tipping Sigma
Pi 37-34 in another close one.
Barnes had 16 for the Lambda
Chi team while Warren and
McKendrie had 12 each for
Sigma Pi.
Kappa Alpha is next in the
Greek league with a 4-2 record.
They topped Pi Kappa Alpha
39-29 earlier this week.
Dziadu.s had a big 20 points for
the victors while Colthorp and
DeAngelo bad eight each for
the Pikes.
Alpha Tau Omega is next on

In the independent divisions,
races also seem to be
developing as the season draws
toward the home stretch. Two
of the four divisions in the independent league have still got
two undefeated teams while the
remaining two divisions have
one undefeated team each.
Standings in the various
leagues at press time were:

GREEK DIVISION

INDEPENDENT A

INDEPENDENT B

Action continues to be hot
and heavy in the race for championship honors in intramural
basketball competition. Only
three more dates are set aside
for competition in the various
divisions and there are still
seven undefeated teams spread
throughout the league.

TEAM

LOST

WON

Sigma Chi
Lambda Chi Alpha
Tau Kappa Epsilon
Kappa Alpha
Alpha Tau Omega
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Sigma Nu
Pi Kappa Alpha
Sigma Pi

5

3
2
1

0
0

WON

Breds
Unknowns
Apple Pies
Comets
Gophers
BSU No. 2
Ultraviolence

LOST

5
4

0
1

4

1

3
2

2
3

1

4
4

0

INDEPENDENT D
TEAM

LOST

WON

Honkers
Racere
Floor Fishers
Linksmen No. 2
BSU No. l
Hustling Hustlers
Bud' s Gang
Arm & Hammer
Loet Cause

4

3
2
2
1
1
1
0

LOST

TEAM

0
0
1
2
2
3
3
3

Clan
Truth
Omega Psi Phi
Chokers
Snakea
Mayfield
Bolios
Puds

WON

LOST

4
3
2
2
2
1
1

0
1
2
2
2
2
2

0

4

Fmnklin 4th, Riclunond 2nd

INDEPENDENT C
TEAM

WON

Kappa Alpha Psi
Hooper
MOB
Hatchetmen
Vets Club
BSU No. 8
CPA's
Fractions

0
1
1
2
1
4
5
5
5

4
4
4

TEAM

the list in the Greek division
with a 3-1 record. They topped
Sigma Phi Epsilon 44·31 in an
earlier contest this week. Gunten and Acheum led the winners with 13 markers each.
Sigma Phi Epsilon is next in
the standings with a 2-4 rerord.
Sigma Nu is right behind with
a 1-5 slate and Pi Kappa Alpha
and Sigma Pi share the cellar
with identical 0·5 rerords.

5

0

4

0

3
3
2
2

1
2
3
4
3
4
5

1
1

0

lead frosh intmmuml games
With only two rounds of play
left in the froeh intramural
basketball league competition,
Franklin 4th and Richmond
2nd still lead their conferences
with respective records of 5-0
and 4· 1. The showdown bet.
ween the two dorm powers,
slated for next Friday, should
be the determining factor in the
overall league champion.
In Franklin conference action this week, Franklin 4th' s
David Shemwell bagged 27
markers in their 49-23 victory
over Franklin 2nd.
Another games in the
Franklin conference saw Rich
Strode of Franklin 3rd score 20
points to lead his team to a
close 37-35 decision over rival
Franklin lat. Tim Edington
canned 17 markers to lead the
losers in that contest.

In the Richmond conference,
Dennis Bishop and Jim Ellis
teamed up for 12 points each to
lead Richmond 4th over Richmond 1st 49-18. Brent Peterson
scored eight points for the
losers.
Richmond 2nd popped Richmond 3rd 58-49 in a game that
saw the highest team score in
this year's competition. Tim
Eaton led the victors with 16
while Rodney Edwards bagged
20 in a losing effort.
This afternoon Franklin 3rd
takes on Richmond 2nd,
Franklin 4th goes against Richmond 1st, Franklin 2nd will
fact Richmond 3rd while Richmond 4th will meet Franklin
1st. All games will be played in
the girl's gym in the Carr
Health building.
To date, the conference standings are u follows:

:
J JJJ

Clearance
Shirley's
Phone 753·3251

500 N. 4th St.

•

* * *
* * *

Vote Tuesday

on our
entire stock

Nothing
over $10.00
Shoe Mart
around the corner
from Dairy Queen

Photo by WUeon Woolley
STEVE BARRETT is all smiles as he makes it look easy while
BCoring a layup against Western. Barrett finished the game with
four points in the 99-80 Racer victory. The Racers travel to
Clarksville tomorrow night to do battle with Austin Peay and
face Parsons Wednesday night in the final non-conference tilt
of the season at home.

Frosh dorm league standings
RICHMOND

:FRANKLIN

CONFERENCE
WON

TEAM
2nd Floor
4th Floor
3rd Floor
1st Floor

CONFERENCE

LOST

4

1

2
]

3
4

0

5

TEAM

LOST

WON

4th Floor
3rd Floor
1st Floor
2nd Floor

5
4
3
1

0
1

2
4

Exercise Equipment
in .Stock
-Doorway Gym Bar
-Wonder Wheel
-Hand Exercisers
-Sauna Exercise Suits
-Gymn Floor Mats
..Exercise Bikes
with speedometer,
Odometer and Timer

Billiard Supplies
Racquet Ball Supplies
Handball Supplies
Clock Your Jogging - Walking
Running milage with a
PEDOMETER - from
Parker-McKenney Athletic Supply
"For All Your Athletic Needs"
Just off Campus
on Chestnut

Murray State Newa
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Jacobs captures 3 firsts
at lll. indoor track meet
By MARK BAU MAN
Sporta Writer

Sophomore Cuthbert Jacobs
captu red three blue ribbons
last Saturday at the Annual
Illinois Invitational Indoor
Track Meet in the Illinois Ar·
mory, Champaign, Ill.

Photo by Keary Caiman

PLAY IS ROUGH in the women's intramural
league as two players both go up for a loose
ball in recent competition. There are nine

teams in 'the league this year and games are
played on Tuesday and Thursday nights in
the women's gym at the Carr Health building.

Nine teams in intramural play

W o~nen cagers start season
The women's version of intramural basketball got off to a
bouncing start this week with
all nine teams in the league
seeing action.
When the scores were tallied
and the final whistle was blown
on the first week of competition, the team known as the
Concrete Shocks ended up on
top of the stack with a clean
slate of two wins and no losses.
BSU Dribbling Disciples No.
1, The Outcasts and the Shiny
Pennies all follow closely with
records of 1-0.

BSU Dribbling Disciples No.
2 managed a 1-1 record while
Kappa Delta, Alpha Delta Pi,
and the Misfits finished the
week with 0-1 slates.
Alpha Sigma Alpha ended up
in the cellar with a happless 0-2
account.
Most of the games turned out
to be one-sided affairs with
scores that left tension and ex·
citement entirely out of the picture. For example, the Outcasts
dusted off Kappa Delta 43·1,
BUS no. L popped BSU No. 2

16-1, and the Concrete Shocks

whipped Alpha Sigma Alpha
29-8.
In other games around the
league the Shiny Pennies
downed Alpha Delta Pi 39-15,
BSU no. 2 beat Alpha Sigma
Alpha 16-12, and the Concrete
Shocks stopped the Misfits 2116.
All women's intramur al
games are being played on
Tuesday and Thursday nights
in the women's gym at the Carr
Health Building.

"I practice
. d •••"

Jacobs captured the 60 with
a time of 6.1, only one-tenth of
a second off
the school
record. His winning time in the
300 was 30.8 on the 260 yard
track, just two tenths of a
second slower than the school
record held by former All·
American Tommy "T-Bird"
Thrner. Jacobs teamed with
Pat Francis, Ashman Samuels,
and Fred Sowerby on the mile
relay to capture first place with
a clocking of 3:18.6.
Sowerby was the class of the
competition in the 440 crossing
the line in 48.4, a second off of
the school record held by Turner.
Sam Torres won the two·mile
with a clocking of 9:04.22 well
ahead of the field.
Steve Ford placed third in
his specialty, the shot ·put,
tossing the 16 pound ball 50' 6
3/4 ". Finishing fourth for the
Racers were Lester Flax in the
long jump with a leap of 21' 10
1/2", and Mark Hiestand in the
high jump clearing 6' 4". Craig
Segerlin cleared 13' 6" in the
pole vault and Pat Verry ran
the 70-yard high hurdles in 9.0,
both good enough for fifth
place.
Other entrants for the Racers
that did not finish well enough
to score points were: Rod Har·
vey in the mile with a 4:19.1,
nearly 10 seconds faster than
his previous bestj Randy
Norris, tenth in the mile; Mike
Campbell, sixth in the 440 with

a 51.0 clocking; Don Bibbie,
was sixth in the shot witli a
put. of 48' 1/2 "; Granville
Buckley jumped 21 '6" for sixth
in the long jump; Francis
finished sixth and
John
Balbach seventh in the 1,000·
yard run; and Samuels was
sixth in the 600 with a clocking
of 1:14.9.
The Murrav team finished
third in the team standing
behind the Un iversity of
Illinois (88), and Lincoln
University (46), Murray scored
38 points, then ca me Northeast
Missouri with 32, Middle Tennesaee 28, and Kentucky State
fi nished with 7 points.
The meet gave the Racers the
opportunity to compet~ on a
good track prior to the Mason·
Dixon game!! to be held next
Saturday in Louisville.
Tomorrow, Coach Bill Cor·
nell takes his team to
Malcomb, Ill. to run a dual
meet with Western Illinois.
Last season the Racers lost the
indoor meet at Malcolmb but
came back during the outdoor
season to top Western Ill. at
Murray.

the
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Starks mellou:s with age
It was his junior year in high
school before Marcelous Starks,
Murray State University's 6-8
center, even considered playing
organized basketball. Now five
years later, the native of
Chicago finds himself ninth in
the nation in field goal percentage and also the nation's
fifteenth leading rebounder.
In his freshman season at
Murray,
Starks
guided
Murr ay's nationally sixth
ranked freshman team to an
undefeated 21-0 season and
led his team in scoring and
rebounding with 19,6 points
and 20.5 rebounds a game.
Starks, who last season hit
52.4 per cent of his shots from
the field, is hitting on 59.9 per
cent this season while pulling
down 13.5 rebounds a game.
Head coach Cal Luther says,
"Marcelous is doing a great job
for us this season mainly
because he's regained his con·
fidence and he's shooting a lot
more relaxed. Actually, it all
boiled down to a matter of ex·
perience."
The much· improved Starks
gives off-season practice as
being the main reason for hi.'\
early season surge. "I practiced
fou; hours almost everyday last
summer trying to get it
together. I worked a lot on my
hook shoot and now I'm getting
my rewards from the time I
spent practicing", Starks said.
A graduate of Bowen High
School, Starks says, "I only
regret that 1 didn' t go out for
basketball my freshman year.
Those two years could have

made a big difference." Coach
.John Costello, head baRketball
coach at Bowen High School,
had tried to persuade him
earlier to go out for the team,
but Starks says, "I wouldn't
even consider it."
I n coming out for his high
school team his junior season,
Starks averaged 17 points a nd
19 rebounds per _g_ame. The

following year he averaged 20
points per game while guiding
his team to an 18-7 season and
he also set an Illinois state
rebounding record by pulling
down 42 retrieves in a game
against Parker High School. In
his senior season, Stark.s was
picked as one of the 60 top-prep
players in the United States
a nd received A-State honors.

BED HOT
SPECIAL
Hamburger Steak
with cole slaw, french fries,
hot rolla and butter

lf-***********~

~ONLY

$1.19*

**************

8/earance &11iii!J8!
All

Posters

JACKETS

1/2 price

Reg. $10.95
NOW $7.95

Sweat Suits
Reg. $11.00
NOW $7.95

Knit shirts
Long Sleeve

112 price

All greek jew~lry, paddles
plaques, etc.

Regular $1.65

20% off

Tues. Feb. 6 Wed. Feb. 7

PALACE DRIVE-IN
Five Points

NYLON

W allaces Book Store
-

.

~-'::
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MSU's women Racers
bow to Lambuth lad~

MURRAY'S WOMEN'S basketball team,
now l -2 for the season after losing to Lambuth Wednesday night, travels to Austin Peay
tomorrow for a game with the Gov coeds. The

team, coached by Dew Drop Rowlett, had a
61-31 victory over the University of Evansville.

Rowlett's team now 1-1

Racers rout UE Aces
Big crowds, loU. of tension
and a powerful opposing team
all seem to be a good influence
on coach Dew Drop Rowlett's
Murray women's basketbalJ
team.
The
Murray
women
exhibited their prowess before a
sell-out Racer crowd Saturday
when they trounced the visiting
Univers ity of Evansville
women 61-31. The game, a
prt•lude to the Murray-Western
OVC clash, was the first one in
which the women had played
before such a crowd. If the jit-

ters were present in the minds
of the Murray players, they
surely weren't evident in their
performances.
Murray ripped the nets for 25
field goals and 11 additional
makers from the gratis stripe.
The visiting Aces mustered
$even free tosses, but could
only account for 12 field goals
during the entire con~t.
The Racers' well balance
scoring attack was led by Debbie Hafer with 19 PQints. She
received strcmg s upport from
Tandy Jones with 11 markers

and Jan Jones and Louis
Holms who each bagged 10
points.
Gene Thompson and Becky
Oakly added nine and two
respectively for the vistory
bound Racers.
Becky Tucker led the way for
Evansville with 16 points. She
was the only Ace that. broke the
double figure column.
Coach Rowlett' s team, now
1- 1 for the season. invades
Clarksville, Tenn. tomorrow afternoon . to take on a highly
regarded team from Austin
Peay.

Thoroughbreds in NCAA finnls?
By STEVE W. GIVENS
9r)inion
Vacancies will soon be filled
for lhe star attraction of the
collegian roundball scene, the
annual National Collegiate
A!lsociation championship tournament lo be held in Sl. Louis.
The prestigious event, which
since the UCLA Bruin dynasty
began has become known
as..... the UCLA Invitational
with Coach Johnny Wooden as
the head ringma~ter over his
herd of talent.
Going into this year's tournament. the Ohio Valley Conference has sent a tt,ta) of six
teams to carry the banner of
Kentucky and Tennessee
scho,ls represented within its
borders through 35 battles.
In stark contrast to thiS
year's slumping season, the
team which has appeared in the
most NCAA contests is Western
Kentu cky University. The
Hilltoppers have won nine
games while losing eight.
During
the
eventually
disasterous Jim (Big Mac)
McDaniels era, WKU racked
up the majority of its visits,
capturing the Mid-East

Regionals, d iHposing of Kentucky, and making it to the
semi-finals before bowing to
sneaky Villanova.
The Eagles of Morehead
State visited the tourney seven
time!l, losing four and winning
three, with their last appearance coming in 1961's
event, when they defeated
Xavier, but lost to Kentucky
and Louisville.
It was 1968 when tho blue
and gold of East Tennessee
State were last seen as the Buc·
caneers won the opening game,
lost to Ohio State by seven, and
fell to Marquette in the consolation for an overall 1· 3
slate.
The Colonels of Eastern
Kentucky fell by fifteen to the
Notre Dame Fighting Irish in
1953, lost to cr011s state rival
Louisville by thirteen in 1959,
were bombarded by DePaul 9952 in 1965 and only last season,
were skimmed by eventual
national runner-up Florida
State 83-81.
Tennessee Tech, like Murray
Stat~. has only participated in
two contests... .IORing both. The
Golden Eagles were clipped by
Notre Dame 94-61 in the first

round of 1958 play. The 1968
visit wa!l di!lasterous as Loyola
of Illinois routed the Ten·
nessecans lll-42 .... an emburrasing 6R poinl loss for the

ovc.

MSU returned from its only
two treks empty-handed, also.
Loyola, eventually NCAA
national champion in 1964,
skimmed the Racers 101-91 in
bitterly fought contest, while
most recently, Marquette cut
the MSU hope of a national
title with a 82-62 runaway in
the 1969 Mid-East Regional
conducted at SIU nearby.
Providing that the current
version of Coach Cal Luther's
second place OVC squad can
win several key battles, such as
tomorrow's clash against
Austin
Peay
and
the
Morehead-Eastern Kentucky
repeat series, the NCAA might
realize what MSU fans have
been crying all season..... "Th.is
is the year of the Racers!"

HUIE'S
Flower Shop
I BLOCK
FROM CAMPU~

Interested in forming a
bike club?

call
Spoke & Pedal
511 S. 12th St.
753-0388

Phont 753-3981
IllS. 15th

Still riding high over a vic- tory at the cost of the University of F.vansville last Saturday, the Murray State women's
basketball team was shot down
in mid flight about 5:30 p.m.
Tuesday.
The guns used to shoot them
down came in the form of a hot
shooting, fast breaking team
from Lambuth College in Tennessee. The ladies from Lambuth rode into Murray Tuesday
afternoon and left the MSU
Sports Arena with a whopping
54-27 victory to their credit.
Denson led the way for the
Lambuth crew with a total of
21 markers coming on seven
field goals and two free t068e8.
Her total was good enough to
earn her game high honors in
scoring.
She was closely followed by
B. Turner in the balanced
Lambuth scoring attack that
saw all five of the Tennessee
starters get on the score board.
Turner cashed in on five field
goals and two free tosses for a
total of 12 markers.
Grogg bagged nine points for
the winning visitors with three
field goals· and three free
tosses. Deaton added seven for
the victors on three field goals
and one gratis to!ls. K. Turner
rounded out Lambuth's assault
with five points on two field
goals and one free marker.
Murray used a long list of
contenders but failed to effectively attack the Lambutl.
defense that didn't allow one
Murray to get into the double
figure s lot. Debby Hafer led the
\\' BY for the losing Racers with
nine points coming on three
field goal-; and three free
throws.
Lois Horns was close behind
with six markers coming on two
field goal~ and two free tosses.
Jan .Jones added four in a
losing effort on two lield goals.
Becky Onkley chipped in with
three on a field goal and ont>
gratis toss. Tandy Jones and
Gerene Cowle11s added two
each as each bagged a field
goal . Mary Malone rounded

out the Racer scoring with one
grath> point.
Coach Dew Drop Rowlett
could only say that, "a team
can't. hope to win when thev
shoot as poorly as we did
against Lambuth. We couldn't
even score on our free throws."
Murray travels to Clarksville
tomorrow to face the women's
team from Austin Peay in a
preliminary contest before the
Racer-Governor clash later
that eveninR.

} unior varsity
boUJt79-69
to Middle Tenn.
The Murray State junior
varsity squad dropped a 79-69
decision to the Middle Ten·
nessee Jayvees last Monday
night in a preliminary to the
varsity contest.
Playing without the services
of mobile 5-9 guard Donnie
Woods, who missed the game
because of his mother's death,
the baby Racers were only able
to lead the nip and tuck contest
a few times by slim margins.
After leading for most of the
first half, Murray fell behind in
the last few minutes and
trailed 35-34 at the intermission.
The Racers came out in the
!'econd half and see-sawed the
game back and forth until sharpshooter Steve Bowers hit two
consecutive 20 footers to give
the Racers their last lead of the
night at 42-41.
From there on out Middle
built up a five point advantage
but Rowers and company
fought back to tie the S(:ore at
59, Middle t.hen outscored the
Racel's 8-<1 and later !>Cored
eight consecutive points to put
the game out of reach.
Rowers had a fine night a;;
he pumped in 23 point:.. most
coming from long range. .Jeff
Hughes, seven of 21 from the
noor, added 14 points, and
Greg Carrington, playing in his
tlr!!t Jayvee game also added
14.

One day shoe repair or while you wait

Vernon's

Boot & Shoe Store &
Shoe
Repair
607 s. 4th
(across from the K&N Root Beer)

Harness boots 17 different styles
$14.97 and up
English riding boots $24.97
Western boots $15.97 and up
Motor cycle boots $27.97-$40.97
Dr~ss bo~ts $9.97 and up
Fringed Jackets $39.97 and fringed
purses $5.00 and leather hats $5.25
Work shoes and work boots $9.97
and up
Waffie stompers $15.97
Leather goods for horses - bridles
'
halters, blankets and, Saddles
Moccasins for all occasions $6.97
and up
You can save up to 50 percent
at VERNON'S
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Racers revenge arch-rival, WKU

MSU drubs Toppers, 99-80
By STEVE W. GIVENS
Sports Writer

Polishing its fasl-break of·
fense, revenge-minded Murray
State demolished arch-rival
Western Kentucky University
last Saturday afternoon.
Some 7,500 MSU Sports
Arena fans plus regionally
televised OVC "Game of the
week" viewers saw the Racers
blaRt the hapless Hilltoppers
99-80 in the second highest
winning score ever posted by a
Murray five over WKU.
To tack on to the win, the 19
point victory margin was the
widest since the 1945-46
season, 27 years ago.
Having swept a vital three
game OVC homeatand, Coach
Cal Luthers' Racers now are
notched in a second-place tie in
the tight conference race, with
a 4-1 slate and 10-4 overall
mark.
Murray grabbed the first six
points of the game, but the
Toppers stormed back to a 10·8
advantage with 13:22 showing.
Freshman WKU guard Johnny
Britt then canned a lay-up
seconds later to ~tive hi11 team
its final lead at I 4· I0.
From that point on, the hardwood
carved
in
for
Wcsu•rn•.•. as MSU clicked 2·1

straight points
scoreboard.

on

the

Sophomore Darnell Adell
and Mike Coleman teamed
with Racer All-American can·
didate Les Taylor to fuel the
blaze of MSU scoring. Adell. a
5-11 guard who sprints the 100
yard dash at 9. 7 seconds, u11ed
his blinding speed to sack 11ix of
his total 14 markers in the
game-determining blitz.
Coleman racked eight of the
10 he recorded for the battle
from his forward position in the
same spree.
Taylor gave the television
camer a and WKU his season's
best, bucketing 14 points in the
first h a lf, whil e drawing
numerous key fouls.
With a 51.4 per cent shooting
average for the opening ha lf,
MSU built a 46-29 lead on 19
successful buckets of 37 attempts. Western, meanwhile,
had shooting woes in con·
necting for only 13 of 36 for a
cold 36.1 percentage.
Western's 6-6 senior center,
Granville Bunton, rallied the
Toppers to within 14, at 76-62,
but Racer junior center Marcelous Starks tallied 11 of hi11
19 point.s in the final halfs
opening minutes as MSU outpointPd the visitors 10-2 with
six minutes showing.

With 4:19 remaining m the
contest, freshman Jessie
Williams dH1pped in a five
footer for an 86-6•1 standing
and Murray's largest margin-22 puint.s.
After that •. . MSU coasted
to its 36th win against its old
rival in the uncient series in
stark contrast to last year's 7368 and 71-70 defeats.
Tavlor finished in his
famiiiar game-high scorers'
position with 11 of 16 from the
field and eight of nine from the
gratis line for 30 big points.
Starks ended with 19 points
and runner·up rebound honors
with 13 grabs. Adell totaled out
seven of 13 from the fl oor plus
a free toss for an outstanding
game total 14 marker s.
Coleman. who netted 12 points
and
12
rebo u nds, and
Williams' 10 points rounded
out Murray's double figure
scoring.
The Racers sizzled the nylon
in the final half on 21 of 34 attempts to finish the contest
with a 56.3 percentage to con·
tinue to lead the OVC in that
department.
Western ended by firing 27
more attempts than the Rcers
in the final half, but could only
connect on two of those shots
for a :~6 of 97 showing of 37 per
cent.

Thoroughbreds are 5-l in OVC

Clumsy Racers top Middle TenTL
By STEVE W. G.IVENS
Spurt• .Writer

Fumbling Murray State used
26 minutel! of agressive basketball to 11have homest.anding
Middle Tennessee State 90-82
for its fourth straight OVC win.
The Monday mght per·
formance, which kept MSU tied
with Austin Peay in the con·
ference title witll identical 5·1
slates, was definitely not the
Ra<.·ers' best.
Leading scorer for Coach Cal
Luther's squad, Mike Coleman
dumped a pair of free throws
through with 12 :4~ to go before
halftime t<J break a 12-12 tie

hot 16 of 20 for an 80 per cent
figure from the line. Although
outscoring the Racers 55-50 in
the final half. the Blue Raiders
couldn't overcome the visitors'
opening bulge.
Coleman's 22 and Taylor's
20 led MSU, as three men.
Jessie Williams, Marcelous
Starks. and Darnell Adell con·

tributcd 12 markers each for a
balanced scoring performance.
Adell and Coleman grabbed
12 missed Blue Raider shots
while Starks hauled down 11 to
lttad MSU' s 44-37 backboard
edge.

Behind Coleman, wno con·
nected on eight of 17 from the
floor and a perfect six of six at
the line, MSU blasted to a 5937 lead its widest of the con·

Now there are
three sedans
built like
a Volkswagen.
If you think Volkswogens only come in one basic sedan,
here ore three surprises for you.

MURRAY STATE 40--50--90
MIDDLE TENN. 27--55---82

ABr~~EZHE>I

Make
The 1973 Super Beetle Sedan

and give ~SU a lead it never
lost.
Although
making
numerous floor mistakes, the
Racers managed a 40-27 advantage goin~ into the dressing
room.

P h oto by Wilson Woolley
RACER SOPHOMORJo~ Mike Coleman, after driving the
baseline, puts up a sh<>t from underneath the bucket in the
recently televised OVC game against Western Kentucky.
Coleman scored 12 points in the ~:arne and duplic.ated this num·
ber in the rebounding category.

Your Headquarters
For F ra t ernity
S o r ori ty Party
The 1973 Type 3 Compact Sedan

tesl
The margin stayed between
14-19 point.s until ·the Blue
Raiders nearly pulled the upset
of the season in the final four
minutes.
Sophomore MTS forward
Steve Peeler, whose 31 markers
led all scorers, bombed in six
straight poinl8 during a furious
rally which cut the Biue Raider
di!!advantage to only six, 76-70
with 4:07 remaining.
Murray State connected on
54.4 per cent with 37 of 68 field
shots falling through and a red-

few things in

lif~

work as well as a Volkswagen.

CARROLL VOLKSWAGEN, INC.

~

....
Racers to play crucial contest
with dangerous Austin Peay
Murray's Raan travel t.o
Clarbville tomorrow niPt r.
an OVC club with danproua
Autin Peay. Standiq 6-1 in
eoillereoce ac:tion. the Racen
are one game behind leap•
leadiq Morehead and the Peay
aame eould turn out to be the
moat cru.c:ial of the aeaaon when
the Rac:era title hopes are con·
aiderecL The Gova are alao 5-l
in OVC action.
Led by freahman senaation,
Jam• (Fly) Williams, the
nation's leading 100rer, the
Gova have compiled a very impre18ive 5-l conference slate.
Returniq lettermen include
All-OVC performer Howard
Jacbon, leadina acorer and
rebounder lat year. The 6'7"
.Jac:lulon averapd 18.9 points
and 11.6 rebounds. Joining
Jaebon for another year will
be Greg Kinmar.. the number

two -......-udJ'lilleacler
17.5
10,1 , . .Witb
..
()tla , . . , . . . . . .

BddJe

Childrwe (13.9), Jolua Reid
(8.1), Robert Tumer (6.1),
Jerry Wanatratb (3.7) aDd Jake
Pack. Freshman teul F•da include 6-5 Ric:bard .Jimmenon,
6-5 Kemp Hampton. 6-1 Gary
Sewell, and 6-0 David Shelton.
Jimmerson led tbe froah in
both acoriDJ and rebounding
with averapa of 16.1 aDCI13.8.
Hampton followed in both
departmenta with ~ of
15.9 and 9.1.
'l'ranltera iadude 6-.6 Percy
Howard. 6-4 TOIDJDY lliadon. 61 Julian Millar and 6-7 Paul
Thomp80D.
Tbe trio of freebmen are 6-0
Mickey Fisher, 6-3 Daany
Odums, and the 6-5 WilliamL
Murray and Peay split pmea
last aeaaon, Murray winniDJ

96-81 at home and loaiq 70-68
in Clarlraville.
Game time ia 7:30 p.m.
The Racers t6en ,JOurney
back home for their Jut nonconference game of the season
with Pa~ on Wednesday
night. The Wildcats figure to be
even better than last year when
they were 18-7 for the season
and gave Murray a tuule
before falling 80-66.
Returning from that team
are 6-7 Tim Deiters (16.3), 6-8
George Green (1•.2), 6-0 Henry
WaahiDJton (11.9), and 6-7 Ron
Claybourne (6.9).
Coach Bill Carlyle, a former
auiatant at East Tenneuee,
thinka he has the makinp of a
fine team and aaya the goal of
the Wildcats this aeason is to
make a national tournament.
Game time is 7:30p.m. at the
Sports Arena.

Five Racers in double diaits

MSU slices Wildcats,
, By STEVE W. GIVENS
&porte Writer

With a finely-honed scoring
knife, Murray State cut down
visiting non-conference foe
Culver-Stockton
Wednesday
night in its best balanced at·
tack of the season.
Led by atar sophomore forward Mike Coleman, the
Racers put five men in double
digits enroute to their fifth consecutive win.
For the record. Murray's 9467 thumping of the Wildcats
raised their overall slate to 124 prior to meeting troublesome
Austin Peay State tomorrow
night for the OVC lead with
Morehead.
With the assistance of a gentleman named Clarence May,
who almost ainglehandedly
kept the Wildcats on the court

in the final hall, the visitors
refused to be awed by rutbreaking MSU.
Coleman's lay-up with 16:23
to go in the opening period,
broke the conteat' a third and
final tie at 6-6 u Murray never
~railed.

Sandwiching two free throws
and goala by 6-8 ceaater Marceloua Starb and starting
junior guard Steve Barrett
around his 15 foot jumper and
another i9-up, Coleman built
an eight point advantap.
The MSU spread stood until
6-5 senior forward for C-S,
Mark Scheffler, hit a tip-in to
make it 20-16 Racers. Lea
Taylor, MSU'a All-American
candidate, dropped in a abort
shot before blazinc fut 5-11
sophomore guard, Darnall
Adell, scored three etraight
baskets in three minutes tO
break the game open.

Photo by WIIND Woolley
LES TAYLOR flips up two of hia 30 points against Western
Kentucky in Murray's 99-80 win. The second half helped the
Racen to pull away from the Toppers u they hit on 21 of a•
ahota from the fioor for a bliaf.eriDI 62 per cent.

9~67

Photo by Wilaoa Wool187
MURRAY COACH Cal Luther glances out on the court while
rallying his troupe during a recent Racer timeout. Luther
hasn't had much of a chance recently to fling his coat over the
rail as his Racers have won their last four games.

Taylor, who ended the contest with seven of 15 shots from

the field and two of two from
the line, sacked two long bombs
and another lay-up, while
Coleman connected on two tipins to up the advantage to •o26 at the half.
MSU stormed out from the
dressing room to outscore the
Wildcats J3 to sis for a 53-26
bulge with 16:18 showing.
Starb. Barrett, and Coleman
all figured in the opening blitz
which startled the viaitors.
But. ...the C-S's May found
the range.
Leading scorer of the contest
with 1• of his 18 shots falling
through and two of three at
the gratia stripe, he accounted
for all Wildcat markers four
minutes. Three straight 20
footers, three free tosses, and a
tip-in by the 6-3 guard cut the
Racer advantage to 15, 65-50,
. Jessie Williams, MSU's
freahman forward. hit for two
of his five of aeven goals, before
the Racer's scoriDJ place temporarily fell off. With 6:1•
remainin& Scheffler bucketed a
16 foot jumper to bring CulverStockton to ita cl0888t at 73-60.
Murray, then, put ita offense
in high gear, by running off and
outKorint C-S 21-7 in the final
five minutes. It wu 80-63 when
Coleman left the game as
Coach Cal Luther filter substitutes into the line-up.
Even then, the Wildcats were
held scoreleaa duripg the fmal
1:36 u Adell racked up three
lay-upa before the horn.
Coleman' s 24 pointa and 15
rebounds led his team in what
has to have been the Indiana
native's beat game this aeason.
Adell contributed hia own
eeaaon-high 18 marker on eight
of 12 from the f~eld and two of
three from the stripe. Taylor
finiabed aomewhat below hia
averqe with 16 total points,
but played an outstanding
defenaive game.
Starke and Williams added
13 aDd 10 pointa each, respectively, while Barrett and
reserve T.C. .Jamison chipped
in four apiece.
May's outatandin& shooting
pereentap of 14-18 for .777
completion led all scorers,
while teammate Jeff Stollberg
added 17.
MURRAY STATE-"0--"4--9•

CULVER-STOCKTON--26-.:.40-61

Hale's column
Murray and Western have been arch
rivals for a long time in the Ohio Valley
Conference, everyone knows that, so it
would be uaelesa to expound on any thing of
that nature. But wait!
A great deal baa been written about
Western's recent 'falling out' with the
National Collegiate Athletic Aaaociation,
but some, including myself, think Western
has been acapegoated almost as bad as Lt.
William Calley was over the My Lai incident
Of coune everyone says that the reason
Western waa placed on two years' probation
was because the NCAA was very unhappy
on learning about Jim McDaniels incident
with the pros back in 1971.
For all of you who don't know that story it
goes something like this--Western made to
the finals of the NCAA tourney that year in
the Astrodome, and while some were wondering how their red towel-waving heroes
got there, some officials were ponaering the
latest rumor that Big Mac, not the sandwich, bad already signed a pro contract with
the Carolina Cougars of the ABA, which was
,. no--no at that time of the year.
Although it is a general rule that before
an NCAA preliminary investigation can
begin it must be in some form of complaint
to the association. Therefore, one can only
surmise that an anti-Western supporter
spilled the beans on the 'Toppers' .
From there a 10-called preliminary investigation was held involvin1 former
coaches at the school, local businessmen
who had athletic ties, and other school officials.
Western was found guilty of 14 violations
and was faced with the same type of penalty
that awaits New Mezico State for breaking
no lees than 80 of these rulea.
Although W•tern's baeketball team ia
unlikely to go to any post-season tournaments in the nut two years, it still seems
a shame that they did have to 'loae face'
with.tbe big boas anyway.
In conclusion, one can say that the NCAA
was only doing their job and maybe too good
of one at that· but we can only learn by experience and hopefully if another Pete
Maravicb shows up at Murray in the near
future, maybe the English department won't
teach him how to si111 his name until at
least half-time of the NCAA finals.

